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ABSTRACT
This work describes the method end results of 
implanting polarised positive muons in niokel and observing 
the precession of the angular distribution of the deoay 
positrons as a function of the temperature of the sample 
and the magnitude of the external magnetic field. Data 
analysis sought to determine the magnetic field at the site 
of the muon, the initial effeotlve polarization, and the 
relaxation time constant of the polarization.
The muon has a particular advantage for the study 
of the interior of solids in magnetic fields. Since it has 
a well-known magnetic moment, its precession frequency in a 
magnetic field gives a direct, high precision measure of 
the field intensity. The angular distribution of the deoay 
positrons is anisotropic and processes with the muons' 
precession.
The nickel was studied over a temperature range 
of 289 K to 803 K, spanning the Curie point of nickel at 
Tc * 631 K. The change from ferromagnetio to paramagnetic 
behavior was clearly seen. The external magnetic field 
was varied from 128 gauss to ^735 gauss. The data were 
fitted to a. /_»
N(t) * m0e“ ( 1 + Pa cos (tut + tf) )
-I- background.
The muon is believed to stop in the body oentered 
site of nickel's face centered cubic lattice. The field at 
the site of the muon, B , was fitted to a Brlllouln function 
with a Curie temperature of 630 K and a saturation field 
Bm (0 K) of 2300 gauss. The external field was 1590 gauss. 
Prom this data the hyperfine field at the muon site at 0 K 
was calculated to be B^f(0 K) * - 810 gauss.
xi
PRECESSION OP POSITIVE MUONS IN NICKEL
INTRODUCTION
This work describes the method and results of 
implanting polarized positive muons in nickel and observing 
the precession of the angular distribution of the decay 
positrons as a function of the temperature of the sample and 
the magnitude of the external magnetic field. Data analysis 
sought to determine the magnetic field at the site of the 
muon, the initial effective polarization of the stopped 
muon, and the relaxation time constant of the polarization.
Muons have recently been recognized as fundamen­
tally important tools for solid state physics.* They have a 
number of advantages both in their own properties and in 
terms of experimental simplicity.
The muon is the simplest quantum mechanical system 
one can use; there is no complicated ion core. There are 
neither nuclear nor quadrupole effects. Muonium, if it 
should occur, is the simplest type of atom.
Muon implantation causes minimal radiation damage. 
Infinitesimal concentrations can be used, and since the 
decay products leave the sample, there is no residual contam­
ination.
2Recent work has shown that the implanted posi­
tive muon behaves very much like a proton, the hydrogen
nucleus, and that muon studies can provide Information about 
lattice structure and chemical reactions. The behavior of 
hydrogen In metals, one of the simplest alloy problems,** Is 
of both Intrinsic Interest and technological Importance.
The muon has a particular advantage for the study 
of the Interior of solids In magnetic fields. Since It has 
a well-known magnetic moment, Its precession frequency In a 
magnetic field gives a direct, high precision measure of the 
field Intensity. The muon decays Into a positron and two 
neutrinos. The angular distribution of the positrons Is 
anisotropic by about 30 % and precesses with the muons* pre­
cession, the form of the data being similar to that of time 
differential perturbed angular correlations. The origin and 
oropertles of muons are discussed more extensively In Chapter
I. Physical quantities of Interest are listed In Table 1.
Modern accelerators can produce muon beams of high 
Intensity and high polarization. The muon mean lifetime of
2.2 microseconds Is long enough for easy timing and short 
enough for high count rates. The decay positron Is easily 
detected while the two neutrinos have no effect on the exper­
iment. The equipment and procedures used for this work are 
described In Chapter II.
Nickel was studied over a temperature range of 
298 °K to 803 °K, spanning the Curie point at Tc * 631 °K.^ 
The change from ferromagnetic behavior (T below Tc) to para­
magnetic behavior (T above T^ ) was seen clearly. The exter­
nal magnetic field was varied from 128 gauss to ^735 gauss.
The data were fitted to
N(t) = NQe-t/^  ( 1 + Pa e“t/r cos( eo t + (f ) )
+ background.
Nq is for normalization. XJiu Is the muon’s mean lifetime.
Pa is the product of the polarization and other factors 
contributing to the positron asymmetry. *£ is the depolari­
zation time constant after the muon has stopped. CtJ is the 
angular frequency of precession, and ^ is a phase angle.
The procedures of data analysis and the results are presented 
in Chapter III, IV, and V, and discussed in Chapter VI.
I . MUONS
A. Origin and properties
Muons were discovered by Anderson and Neddermeyer^ 
and by Street and Stevenson^ during a two year study, 1936- 
1938, of the properties of cosmic rays. The experiments of 
Anderson and Neddermeyer used the same Wilson cloud chamber 
that had been used in the earlier discovery of the positron. 
The particles had too little mass to be protons and too 
much mass to be electrons. Each oartiele carried a charge 
equal in magnitude to that of a single electron, and approxi­
mately equal numbers of particles carried positive and nega­
tive charge.
q
In 1935 Yukawa .had put forth the theory that a
particle with mass intermediate between that of the proton
and the electron could be exchanged between nucleons in a
nucleus. He showed that this exchange would satisfy the
known properties of the nuclear force. Muons were at first
thought to be Yukawa’s particle. Then Conversi, Paneini, 
o
and Piccioni7 showed that the new particles had very weak 
interactions with nuclei. The situation was clarified by 
the discovery of the pion in 19^7. The pion was Yukawa’s 
oarticle; the muon was a decay product of the pion.
A muon has a mass of over two hundred electron
masses, Just over one tenth of a proton mass. It exhibits a 
spin angular momentum of 1/2 H  and a magnetic moment Just 
over three times that of the proton. Except for the muonic 
lepton number, it has all the quantum numbers of the electron 
and is regarded by many physicists as simply a heavy, unsta­
ble electron.10 Its mean lifetime is approximately 2.2 
microseconds.
The muon participates in electromagnetic interac­
tions and in weak interactions, those characterized by 
coupling constants on the order of 10"^ erg-cm^. It has no 
nuclear interactions such as the pion has. Like the proton, 
it has no quadrupole moment.
The most important source of muons is the decay of 
charged pions illustrated in Figure 1. The other product of 
the decay is the massless muon neutrino (from positive pions) 
or antineutrino (from negative pions).
In the rest frame of the pion, muons are emitted 
uniformly in spatial direction with a single energy. They 
are also 100 % polarized with respect to the direction of 
their momentum.
Since the pion produces only two particles, conser­
vation of momentum requires them to be emitted with momenta 
exactly equal in magnitude and ouooslte in direction. The 
total energy available is the rest mass energy of the pion, 
139.6 MeV. The final energy is distributed between the rest 
mass of the muon, 105.7 MeV, and the kinetic energies of the 
particles. The solution of the equations for conservation of
energy and momentum yields a momentum of 29.8 MeV/c, for both 
the muon and the neutrino, and a kinetic energy of ^.1 MeV 
for the muon. Since the pion has no spin, while both of Its 
decay products have spin 1/2, the spins In the dectty must be 
oppositely directed.
The fact that weak interactions do not conserve 
parity was predicted by Lee and Yang.** The observed noncon­
servation of parity In 7T-yfc-e decay and In the ft decay of 
polarized Co^° nuclei became the basis of a two-component
theory of neutrinos put forth In the 1950’s by Lee and
12 1? 1^Yang, Landau, J and Salam. The theory permits two possi­
ble states for a given momentum, the particle and the anti- 
partlcle. Solutions to the Dirac equation for a massless 
particle produce eigenvalues that correspond to spin either 
parallel or antlparallel to the momentum. The particle is 
the case with spin antiparallel to the momentum (negative 
hellcity); the antiparticle is the case with spin parallel 
to the momentum (positive hellcity).*-* The hellcity of the 
electron neutrino was determined experimentally by Goldhaber, 
Grodzlns, and Sunyar*^ In a study of K capture In europium.
In pion decay it Is the neutrino which determines 
the polarization. Positive oions produce neutrinos with 
soln antloarallel to the momentum. Therefore, the positive 
muon also has Its spin antiparallel to Its momentum In the 
rest frame of the pion. Since actual experiments are usually 
done with muons from the decay of pions In flight, one must 
transform the muon momentum from the pion rest frame to the
laboratory frame. Transformation produces a change in the 
apparent orientation of the muon momentum and In the polari­
zation along the momentum. Also, any actual experiment uses 
muons from a range of decay angles In the pion rest system 
as well as from a range of pion momenta.
A useful expression for the polarization of posi­
tive muons in the laboratory Is given by Scheck*^ to be
-  E_ p  *  E * V*
P _ J-:a , ( i + JL— I cos e* ).
mir V  V
The units have -R a 1, c * 1. The starred quantities are
those In the pion rest frame, the other quantities are those
In the laboratory frame, and 9* Is the angle of the muon
momentum In the pion rest frame with the direction of the
pion momentum.
Preservation of a high average polarization requires
experimental control and selection of which pion and muon
momenta are channeled to the actual set u p .  For a fixed pion
momentum, or narrow range determined by the experiment, one
wishes to choose a narrow range of muon momenta corresponding
to either forward or backward muons In the pion rest system.
A narrow range of momenta In the lab will correspond to a
narrow cone of decay angles In the olon rest frame and thus
to a narrow range of high polarizations. Muon beams with
18polarizations of 60 to 90 % have been obtained.
B. Behavior
The reduction of the effective polarization which
9Is associated with beam optics for a given pion beam Is
Independent of the charge of the muon. When the muon enters
a sample, however, Its Interactions with that matter depend
upon Its charge. A negative muon can be captured by an atom
Into a low electron-llke orbit. The Bohr radius for a given
orbiting particle Is Inversely proportional to the mass of
the particle and also Inversely proportional to the charge Z
of the nucleus. If a„ Is the lowest orbit for an electron
—8In hydrogen, .532 x 10” cm,
V  = V  Z
The lowest muon orbit for nickel (Z = 28) would be
a. 4 a
r = '[207)'(28)' = ^’2 X 10" m = ^‘2 fm*
The nuclear radius, from electron scattering data, Is esti­
mated as R = 1.2 x A1^  fm> The most abundant Isotope of
nickel has A = 58* giving H - fm. From a K shell orbit
a negative muon can be captured by the nucleus just as an
electron can be, resulting In the Interaction
/A ” + p — r n + 2/
which was first Investigated by Sard, Ittner, Conforto, and
lo 20Crouch 7 and by Groetlzlnger and McClure. The rest of this
dissertation will be concerned only with positive muons.
Several questions must be answered concerning the
stopping of a muon In matter. What are the physical processes
Involved In the various stages of deceleration? On what time
scale does each process occur? How Is the polarization
affected by each process? What Is the final state of the
10
muon? These will be considered for a muon of Initial klnec- 
tlc energy In the range of 50 MeV, momentum approximately 
115 MeV/c.
The first stage of energy loss Is that due 
primarily to Coulomb scattering from the electrons and nuclei 
of the sample. In these processes depolarization occurs only 
If there are spin dependent forces Involved In the Interac­
tions. There Is no apparent evidence for these. The ques-
21tlon of depolarization has been studied, e.g. by Wentzel,
22 2SBlncer, and Ford and Mullen, J and the evidence available
indicates that depolarization Is negligible. For Instance,
Wentzel showed the mean square angle of rotation for the
spin due to collisions with nuclei to be proportional to the
ratio of the electron mass to the muon mass, approximately
1 to 207, and also proportional to (v/c)\ Energy loss by
Coulomb scattering from the electrons Is given by the Bethe
—10 _oformula which predicts time on the order of 10 to 10 7
seconds for slowing from 50 MeV to approximately 3 keV In
2lt
condensed matter.
In the region of 3 keV kinetic energy, the velocity 
of the muon is comparable to the velocities of the valence
o
electrons of matter, 10 cm/sec. Under these conditions It 
Is possible for a positive muon to capture an electron and 
form a neutral atom of muonlum. At high speed, however, the 
muon captures an electron only to lose It and capture ano­
ther. Allison2  ^estimated the time for the slowing of muons 
In hydrogen gas at one atmosphere to be 2 x 10”*® seconds.
11
Brewer, Crowe, Gygax, and Sohenck have extended the estimate 
to condensed matter, which should have a much shorter time 
scale, and obtained a maximum time of 5 x 10”*^ seconds for 
deceleration between 3 keV and 200 eV.
If muonlum Is treated as a Bohr atom with an Infi­
nitely massive nucleus, the radius of the ground state Is 
-8.53 x 10“ cm. The velocity of an electron In that orbit Is
8 162.2 x 10 cm/second; its oerlod of revolution Is 1.52 x 10“
seconds. In the ground state of muonlum the positive muon
spin reverses on the order of 2 x 10”*® seconds. Even If a
single muonlum atom remained Intact for the entire time of
slowing, the depolarization would be negligible over 10“*^
seconds.
By the time they reach 200 eV all positive muons
26are believed to be In the form of neutral muonlum. Further
deceleration takes place by atomic collisions. A time of
slowing from 200 to .0^ eV In argon gas at 35 atmospheres
27was calculated by Mobley. ' His results have been scaled
28with density by Brewer, Crowe, Gygax, and Schenck to obtain
-12an estimate of 10 seconds for the final state of thermall- 
zation, again with negligible depolarization effects.
In the final stage of depolarization before thermal- 
lzatlon, roughly in the range 20 eV to 1 eV, an atom of 
muonlum can take part In certain "hot atom" chemical reac­
tions that are not possible without the extra energy it
oossesses to overcome potential barriers. These reactions
29have been studied extensively in gases and liquids 7 but not
12
yet in solids where the atoms of the sample are more tightly 
bound. This work will be confined to solids.
Surveying the possible means of deceleration and 
their effects on the polarization, one can conclude that 
muons come to rest in solids in times on the order of a few 
x 10”*® seconds with their initial polarization almost com­
pletely conserved .
There are several possibilities for the final state 
of a muon stooped in a solid .
1. It may be part of a thermalized muonlum atom 
in an Interstitial site.
2. It may replace a proton constituent or have 
had some "hot atom" reaction. Evidence has 
been found for replacement in gypsum.^®
3* It may acquire a screening cloud of conduction 
electrons with a charge density similar to that 
of muonlum. The electron cloud will not effec­
tively couple to the muon if the electrons have 
no net polarization or if the electron spin 
direction is perturbed on a shorter time scale 
than the precession time of a muon in the elec­
tron's magnetic field.
If a muon at rest in a vacuum experiences a magnetic 
field B, it will precess at the classic Larmor frequency
GJ * iHfmc ^ ~ 13-55 kilohertz/gauss.
Table 2 gives the frequency and time scales for a range of 
fields. It also gives the corresponding periods for a muon-
13
ium atom.
C. Decay
The positive muon decays into a positron, an elec­
tron neutrino, and a muon antineutrino as illustrated in 
Figure 2. The positrons exhibit a spectrum of energy values 
u p  to a maximum energy of approximately one half the rest
mass of the muon. The maximum positron energy occurs when
the neutrino and antineutrino are emitted parallel to each 
other and in the opposite direction from the positron. The 
spins of the neutrino and antineutrino are equal in magni­
tude. One spin is parallel and the other antiparallel to 
the common direction of momentum. Since these two spins 
cancel, the spin of the positron is parallel to the spin of 
the muon and also parallel to the momentum of the positron.
Muon decay exhibits a distinct asymmetry in the 
directions of the positron. If 0 is the angle between the 
muon spin and the positron momentum the probability of emis­
sion as a function of energy and angle is
-jf&tif 1 * § ? <  <3 - 2«) - f d  - 2e> 008 9 >'31
where e = the ratio of positron energy to the maximum energy
A
im^c , and P is the polarization. If positrons were collect# 
ed over all azimuthal angles and all energies e with per­
fect efficiency, one would find
w o )  t _ f f  mie.a)
6 (cos 9) J) dedR I
14
dTS^e) ” J„ a® (3®2 ' 2®3 ' p(®2 ‘ 2®3) 008 •>
dN18) _ 1 M
d(cos 9) 2 ( 1 + 3 cos 0).
For an Imperfect efficiency, £ (e,9), one could
"till obtain
p i ® l  - f b (e oifiSism dedU)
d (cos 0) “ J 5 ' * ' ded/l Qear
dfcos^O) = | ( 1 + cos ©)
where J Is some averaged efficiency and a Is some averaged 
asymmetry coefficient.
One effect of Imperfect efficiency can be easily 
seen: that due to energy selection. If detection favors the
higher energy positrons, a will Increase from 1/3; If detec­
tion favors lower energy positrons, a will decrease from 1/3. 
This can be seen by taking two special cases.
1. Suppose £ = 1 for e Z. 1/2 and £ » 0 for e < 1/2, then
r 1’  ( 'W 9 )  1 / J dN(e,8) a
d (cos 9) " 21T Jo dedil a®°"
” 5 . 5  (1 + U  P cos 9).
The asymmetry coefficient has Increased.
2. Suppose J « 1 for e 4 1/2 and J = 0 for e > 1/2, then
rllT /V*.
Pi£l t = i_ I J JJigai? ded vf
d (cos 9) 2JT/0 J0 ded 060 T
= ( 1 “ 12 cos 
It Is even possible for the asymmetry coefficient to become 
negative.
Another experimental factor reducing the asymmetry
Is that all real detectors collect a range of angles between 
9 + / and 9 - j . Therefore, the factor cos 9 Is an average 
given by
For small angles, sin f , and the effect Is negligible. 
For 2^ = 1 radian (57.3 degrees), the asymmetry Is reduced 
to 96 1L of the Ideal, and even for 2 £ = 7T/2 radians the 
reduction Is only to 90 % of the Ideal.
replaced by U> (t - tQ) + ^ . Uncertainties In the time of 
the muon's stop, tQ, can be absorbed Into the phase, ^ .
The phase measures the angle of the muon's spin with respect 
to the axis of the positron detector plus any medium-depen­
dent phase shift due to Interactions of the muon in the 
target after coming to rest.
take Into account the exponential decay associated with the 
muon lifetime. Any actual experiment must also take into 
account additional particles, accidental events, and other 
random counts which constitute a background. The entire 
count must be normalized by a factor, N0# which depends on 
the total number of stopped muons, the solid angle of the 
detector, and Its efficiency. Lastly, the asymmetry coeffi­
cient must be allowed to vary In time. The factors discussed
-rr— x 2 cos 9 sin & cos 0 ** — 2 f----
When the muon precesses In a magnetic field, 9 is
Any time dependent relation Involving muons must
16
above may all be Incorporated Into the relation
N(t) ss NQe“t^^>. ( 1 + A(t) cos( to t + $ ) )
+ background.
The most usual form of A(t) Is an exponential decay,
A(t) * Pa e-t^  , where T is called the depolarization time 
constant for effects after the muon has come to rest.
D . Muonlum
Muonlum Is a hydrogen-llke atom In which an elec­
tron Is bound to a positive muon. The system may be
described In the same manner as the hydrogen atom with
corrections for the lighter mass and greater magnetic moment 
of the muon relative to the proton.
The aspect of muonlum which Is of most Interest In 
muon Implantation experiments Is the Interaction of the mag­
netic moments of the muon and the electron. The difference 
In energy between the states of total angular momentum F = 1 
and F = 0 can be calculated to be approximately-^2
A W = " 33 = _ 1.8^ x 10“5 eV,
3a 3 J o
where and JJL^  are the magnetic moments of the electron 
and muon respectively, and aQ Is the Bohr radius. If A W 
Is treated as the energy separation of the two states of a 
classical system of two bar magnets which are either paral­
lel or antiparallel to each other, then A  W Is the differ­
ence of + .92 x 1<T5 eV and - .92 x 10"^ eV. These energies 
are regarded as the energy of the electron In a field.
17
oaused by the muon or the energy of the muon In a field,
o
Bf4r, caused by the electron. With A 0m *5802 x 10 
eV/gauss and JUM  * .2803 x 10”*® eV/gauss, the effective 
fields become
1585 gauss, acting on the electron;
327*800 gauss, acting on the muon.
If a muonlum atom Is In a homogeneous magnetic 
field of Intensity B, perpendicular to the Initial muon 
polarization, the part of the Hamiltonian which Involves the 
magnetic moments Is
H = A V  -f y V I ?  + A l '  &
The subsequent behavior of the magnetic moments will depend 
on the relative strength of B and Bice or B€<&. If B < <
1 5 8 5  gauss, the total angular moment tu b  of the electron and
muon remains conserved In magnitude and preeesses about B, 
while the muon and the electron are processing about each 
other. This region of external field, B, where F Is still a 
good quantum number. Is called the Zeeman region.
As B becomes greater than B^, but Is still much
less than Be^ , the electron processes about B while the 
muon processes about the electron.
For B>>B€>c, the coupling between the muon and 
electron Is broken, and each processes about B.
The proceeding discussion assumed that the muonlum 
atom had no other Interactions. If the muonlum atom Is In a 
metal, however. It Is surrounded by moving conduction elec­
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trons which can have electrostatic exchange Interactions with 
the electron of the muonlum, resulting in spln-fllp scatter­
ing. The energy of these Interactions Is the order of an 
electron volt; their frequency Is the order of lO^/sec.
The frequency of a muon processing In is approximately
x 10^ MHz. In metals, the spin of the electron flips 
too rapidly for the muon to follow. There Is no coherent 
coupling, and the muon Is essentially free.
E. Muons as experimental tools
Muons have been Implanted In a wide variety of 
materials under various conditions of temperatures and exter­
nal field s . T h e  technique has even acquired a mnemonic 
acronym, "/tSR," standing for Muon (or Muonlum) Spin Relaxa­
tion, Rotation, Resonance, etc. As was previously mentioned, 
the muon Is a simple Dirac particle which Interacts only 
through its electric charge and its magnetic moment. It has 
no ionic core and no electric quadrupole moment to produce a 
complicated hyperflne structure.
Perhaps the two best known, previously used tech­
niques for studying Internal magnetic fields are those using
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and the Mossbauer effect. 
Both of these techniques measure the Internal field at the 
site of a nucleus already In the sample, either there natu­
rally or by special sample preparation. These nuclei are 
always present, whether or not they actively participate In 
a given signal. For example, In the Mossbauer effect, not
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every nucleus In a given ensemble will absorb a gamma ray. 
Consequently these techniques require macroscopic ensembles 
of whatever nucleus Is active.
Muon Implantation measures the field at the Inter­
stitial site of a temporary probe. Every muon implanted In 
a sample precesses and decays, producing a detectable posi­
tron. (Of course, how much of the signal from /*SR, NMR, 
or Mossbauer Is detected depends upon the experimental 
apparatus.) The fLSR experiments described here used muon 
stopping rates on the order of 10^/sec. A one hour run, 
e.g. run 5F. produced a total of approximately 35 * 10^ 
stopped muons with approximately 3-5 x 10^ counts recorded by 
and S 5 •
NMR, Mossbauer, and yUSR experiments can all meas­
ure the distributions of the local fields. JJLSR can detect 
the dominant field, or fields, through Fourier analysis of 
the precession signal and the frequency distribution through 
the relaxation time, which Is related to the width of the 
line In the Fourier spectrum. Observable muon precession 
frequencies are listed In Table 2. The relaxation rates
/. Q
which yUSR can detect range from 10 /sec to 10 /sec. Relax­
ation times longer than 50 muon lifetimes make unrealistic 
demands on statistics and equipment stability. The compar­
ison of time ranges for yKSR, NMR, and Mossbauer techniques 
Is best seen in Figure 35*
II. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES
A. PIon production
These experiments were done using the 600 MeV 
synchrocyclotron of the National Aeronautics and Space Admin­
istration (NASA), located at the Space Radiation Effects 
Laboratory (SREL) In Newport News, Virginia. Protons of 
approximately 600 MeV energy struck an Internal carbon tar­
get. Both positive and negative plons were produced, prob­
ably by the reactions
P + P — » IT + + P + n
p + n — 9 7T~ + p + p.
Experimental data^ on plon production by 600 MeV 
protons on carbon indicates that cross sections for positive 
plons are on the order of a factor of 10 greater than cross 
sections for negative plons of the same energy. Measurements 
of the cross sections at laboratory angles of .8° and 21.5° 
found 250 MeV positive plons to have cross sections of approx 
lmately 40 >rbarns/MeV sr at .8° and 31>tbarns/MeV sr at 
21.5°. Negative plons of 250 MeV had cross sections of 
approximately 3>ttbarns/MeV sr at .8° and 2.4>Wbarns/MeV sr 
at 21.5°- Data-^ on plon production at other proton energies
Indicate that, for a given plon energy, the cross section
falls off with Increasing angle.
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No extrapolation for the cross section of backward 
plons was made In connection with the experiments described 
here, nor was the Internal proton current recorded. The 
plon production rate at SREL was sufficient to give muons, 
the plon decay product and the particles of Interest, at 
rates of several thousand per second through a 2-lnch square 
detector 40 feet from the cyclotron.
B. The meson channel
Figure 3 shows the meson channel of the cyclotron. 
Its design and operation have been fully described else­
where;^ only a brief outline will be given here. The 
magnet currents used In these experiments are given In Table 
3. They were determined experimentally as those which gave 
the optimum counting rates for the detector system used.
Since the proton beam was directed clockwise, only 
the backward directed positive plons could pass through the 
"meson window." The extracted beam contained both plons and 
muons whose momentum was controlled by the "dlverter current. 
The momentum was the order of 200 MeV/c.
Beyond the window, lens A and lens B formed a 
quadrupole doublet, each with Its own power supply. The 
"muon channel" was a linear array of 24 Identical quadrupole 
magnets, series fed from a single power supply. The channel 
was designed to accept muons from plon decay within It. The 
magnets were arranged to focus alternately In the horizontal 
and vertical planes.
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At the end of the channel an H type bending magnet 
gave additional momentum selection and separated the desired 
particles from background radiation. The "upstream quad" 
gave a final vertical focusing; the "downstream quad" gave 
a final horizontal focusing.
The total distance from plon production to the 
samole was about 40 feet or 12.8 meters. A plon with rest 
mass energy 1^0 MeV and momentum 200 MeV/c has total energy 
2kk MeV, kinetic energy 10k MeV. Its sreed will be .82c or
O
2.k6 x 10 meters/second, giving the time of flight to be
Q
5.2 x 10” seconds In the laboratory frame. However, the 
time dilation factor Is 1.77 so that the plon experiences
—8 Q
only 2.9 x 10” seconds, Just over Its 2.6 x 10“ seconds of 
mean life.
The plons decay Into muons which are 100 % polar­
ized In a direction opposite to their momentum in the plon 
rest frame. Considering the transformation into the labora­
tory frame, It Is Interesting to look at the two extremes 
of forward muons (momentum parallel to that of the plon 
beam) and backward muons (momentum antlparallel to the plon 
beam). A Lorentz transformation from a system at rest Into 
another moving at .82c shows that forward muons have energy 
237 MeV and momentum 212 MeV/c. Backward muons have energy 
151 MeV and momentum 107 MeV/c parallel to the plon beam.
The polarization of positive muons in the lab 
frame was discussed in Chapter I. With units 'fc = c * 1,
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-E_ p * E *
P = —  ( 1 + V- cos 0*),
m„ p, p *Tf VM - ^
where starred quantities belong to the plon rest frame and 
unstarred ones to the lab frame. With ft = c = 1, 
and Er/mw = / = ( 1 Forward muons (0* * 0) have
lab frame momentum = / (^* +/3 £•***)• Substitution gives 
P = -1; the polarization Is antlparallel to the momentum. 
Backward muons (0* = JT ) have lab frame momentum 
p^ = •/ {-Vjt* +/0E4l*). Substitution gives P = +1; the 
polarization Is parallel to the momentum In the lab frame.
C. The samples
Nickel was chosen as the ferromagnetic sample 
because it has the lowest Curie temperature of the three 
common ferromagnetic elements: Iron (T^ a 1043 °K), cobalt
(Tc a 1400 °K), and nickel (Tc a 631 °K). The lowest Curie 
point would be the easiest to reach In the first use of this 
technique.
The material used was grade "A” nickel sheet from 
A.D. MacKay Company, specified as 99-9 % pure. The manufac­
turers’ specifications are listed In Table 4. The nickel was 
machined into an ellipsoid 3 inches in diameter by 1/2 Inch
thick at the center. The ellipsoidal shape was chosen to
V?Insure uniform, internal, demagnetizing fields. '
Copper was chosen as the calibration sample. It 
has the same crystal structure as nickel with similar lattice 
spacing, density, and nuclear mass. The nuclear charge of 29
zk
is one unit greater than the 28 of nickel. The energy loss 
mechanisms of the two samples should be quite similar.
Table 5 lists a comparison of the properties of copper and 
nickel.
Copper is a diamagnetic material with magnetic 
susceptibility approximately ~X = -.765 x 10”** (cgs units).^® 
With such a small susceptibility, the magnetization, M s ^H, 
of the sample can be neglected. The field seen by the 
implanted muon will be approximately equal to the external 
field. The net internal field will be discussed in more 
detail in later chapters. Another advantage of using copper 
for calibration was that previous work-^ has shown that 
positive muons have little depolarization in it.
The copper used was 99-9 % pure from the Anaconda 
Company. It was in the form of a rectangular block 2 inches 
square by 1/2 inch thick. Since the demagnetizing fields 
were proportional to the magnetization which was negligible, 
an ellipsoidal shape was unnecessary.
D. The external field for the sample
The external magnetic field for the sample was 
provided by a large C magnet, powered by one of the standard 
SREL power supplies such as used for the quadrupoles. The 
specifications of the power supply are given in Table 6.
Since the meter on the power supply permitted only approxi­
mate reading of the current, good enough for the quadrupole 
fields but not for the sample, the setting of the 10 turn
potentiometer control was recorded. This control had a 
clearly marked vernier scale and could be locked into place 
to prevent accidental change.
The C magnet itself had a pole gap of 12 inches.
The pole pieces were 1^ inches wide by 32 Inches long. The 
uniformity of the field was improved by placing four 30-inch 
long shims of right angle iron along the edges of the poles. 
Hall probe measurements determined the uniformity of the 
field at the sample position to be uniform to within the 
accuracy of the probe, about 1 part in 500*
The sample position was chosen to be vertically 
and longitudinally centered and 3 inches forward from the 
center of the pole tip. The choice was made after consider­
ing the uniformity of the field, the counter geometry, and 
the bending effect of the C magnet itself, its field directed 
downward. The magnet was positioned on a movable trolley 
and Jacks so that the sample position could be placed at the 
beam focus. The magnet was turned to an angle of 30° with 
respect to the beam to allow for the bending of the beam in 
the magnetic field as shown in Figure 1*. Figure 4 shows the 
positions of the sample and the scintillation detectors in 
relation to the pole face and the deflection of a beam of 
muons of momentum 100 MeV/c in a field of 5 kllogauss.
When a particle of charge q and momentum p enters 
a magnetic field perpendicular to the direction of its 
momentum, it will move in a circle of radius
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If q is the charge of a single electron, p is given in 
MeV/c, and B is given in kilogauss,
r " T3B cm*
107 MeV/c muons in a 5 kilogauss field are bent into a path 
of radius 71.3 cm.
The maximum energy of a positron emitted from a 
muon at rest is im^c =52.8 MeV, neglecting the rest mass 
energy of the positron. The momentum is 52.8 MeV/c. In a 
field of 5 kilogauss such a particle would have a circular 
path of radius 35•3 cm. The diameter of the circle, 70.6 
cm, would be the limit of the distance at which the positron 
could be detected. The distance from to the center of the 
samole was approximately 10 cm; from S5 to the sample was 
about 7.5 cm. The defectors could intercept positrons with 
momentum greater than 2r x .3B. For the cutoff momentum 
in a field of 5 kilogauss was approximately 15 MeV/c, corre­
sponding to an energy equal to 28 % of the maximum. The 
highest external field used was approximately If.7 kilogauss.
E. The heater and temperature control
The heater was a stainless steel box, 6.5 inches 
square by 3 inches thick. It had double walls, each 1/32 inch 
thick. The space between the walls was filled with asbestos 
for insulation. The heating coils were fastened to the inner 
walls so as to cover the surface of the sample. Figure 5 
shows a sample in the heater in the pole gap.
This construction gave 1/8 inch of stainless steel
in the beam path. Calculations done before the experiment 
indicated that the number of muons stopped in the steel 
would be small compared to the number stooped in the nickel 
and would have negligible effect. It was reasoned that the 
front walls would act as degraders and slow the muons but 
not stoo them. The samole would s^on all the muons and 
hence the back walls would have no effect. The effect of 
the sides of the heater was eliminated by the size of the 
detector in front of the box. Being only 2 inches square, 
it gave no signal for muons not passing through the sample.
The results of the experiments seemed to indicate 
that this reasoning was in error. The heater appeared to 
have an effect on the results which could not be ignored. 
This problem will be discussed later with the analysis of 
the data from nickel.
Power to the heater was controlled by a Sargent 
Thermonitor proportional temperature controller, model ST.
It was used with a thermistor sensor, having a nominal range 
of 0° to 1000° centigrade, Imbedded in the sample and con­
nected to the Thermonitor by thin stainless steel leads, 
seen to the right in Figure 5» More stability and greater 
range of control were obtained by using two 150 ohm resis­
tors in series with the thermistor to better balance the 
bridge of the controller. An indicator lamp showed whether 
heating was in progress or had been completed.
The actual temperature of the sample was read by 
a chromel-alumel thermocouple imbedded in it. The thermo­
couple wires left the heater through two holes in a ceramic 
tube, seen to the left in Figure 5. When unstable readings 
were traced to the touching of the two wires, they were 
sheathed in plastic from the tube to their juncture with a 
coaxial cable. The cable led to a Fluke digital millivolt- 
meter which could be read to + .01 millivolts. The meter 
was placed so that it could be seen from the gate of the 
muon cave? the temperature could be checked at any time 
without interrupting the experiment. The meter reading was 
converted to temperature from standard tabulated measure-
llf) o
ments which used 0 C as a reference point. A correction 
was made for the room temperature reference point of these 
experiments. Room temperature was taken as 298 °K, based 
unon a measurement at the site of the thermocouple-coaxial 
cable junction which was inside the C magnet gap.
The temperature control system had been tested 
with a rectangular sample before the cyclotron run started. 
The tests indicated that the Thermonitor could control the 
sample temperature to + .01 mV, approximately 1/4 °K. This 
stability was observed during the runs on copper.
When the ellipsoidal sample was first put in, 
however, the millivoltmeter readings fluctuated over as 
much as a millivolt, approximately 25 centigrade degrees.
The fluctuations followed a definite pattern over periods of 
15 to 45 seconds, increasing in time with increasing tempera 
ture. The maximum and minimum readings for each run were 
approximately constant. Between these limits there would
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be a swift rise (3 to 5 seconds) and then a slow drot>. Close 
observation of the system determined that the rise in the 
meter readings coincided with the cutting on of the heater 
power while the beginning of the dron followed the cutting 
off of the heater cower.
The experimenters concluded that imperfect contact 
between the ceramic tube and the curved surface of the ellips­
oid exposed the thermocouple junction to the heating wires. 
Contact was improved until the fluctuations ranged a maximum 
of .1 millivolt and usually less than .05 millivolt, approxi­
mately one Kelvin degree. The minimum reading of each cycle 
lasted the longest time of any single reading and was taken 
to be the true temperature.
F. Data collection
The five scintillation detectors were made of 
Pilot B plastic, 1/8 inch thick. Their areas are given in 
Table 7 and their arrangement shown in Figure 4. Molded 
plastic light pipes led to photomultiplier tubes from which 
coaxial cables carried the signals to the counting room.
Care was taken that the light pipes were long enough for the 
photomultipliers to be outside of the magnetic field.
Since the strong magnetic fields affected the iron 
shields of the photomultipliers, the tubes were anchored in 
special braces mounted on a heavy, Plywood board. The board 
could be accurately positioned on the magnet by means of the 
slots cut in the board for the shims and a hole through which
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one could sight a mark at the center of the pole face. The 
board could then be weighted down with lead bricks. The 
board and brace arrangement had the advantage of giving high 
reproducibility of counter and sample positions, which were 
marked on the board.
A coincidence of signals between SI and S2 defined 
an Incoming particle. A 12 coincidence with no signal in S3 
defined a stopped particle. (Such an anticoincidence is 
called a 3-) The 123 signal was used to start two time-to- 
amrlitude converters (TAC). Decay positrons were detected 
in both and S5- A T anticoincidence was required to ensure
that no signal came from the incident beam. The lead brick 
shield wall also orotected the detectors. The 5^ and *J-T sig­
nals each stopped one of the TAC's. A schematic of the 
electronics is shown in Figure 6.
Each TAC output led to a multichannel pulse-helght 
analyzer which recorded positron counts as a function of time 
after the muon stop. The analyzers were a Northern Scientific 
NS 710 with 102^ channels and one quadrant of a Kicksort 711 
with 4096 channels. A smaller Kicksort, with 512 channels, 
was used on the first day only. Timing calibrations of the 
analyzers were done using a ti^e-mark generator and a noise 
pulsar to start and stop the TAC feeding to the analyzer.
The resulting calibrations are listed in T^ble 8. That table 
also gives the zero time channel, the channel at which the 
analyzer became linear in time and at which analysis began, 
and the correction to zero for the channels missed. The
electronics used to obtain the timing spectrum Is shown In 
Figure 7.
Data were printed out on sheets and on teletype 
paper tape. The paper tapes were used to transfer the data 
to magnetic tape. It was then stored In the disk flies of 
the William and Mary computer center. The printed sheets 
were used to check the final computer printout for errors. 
This step was quite necessary; several errors were found of 
channels dropped In the transfer process.
G. Procedure
Magnet currents for the quadrupole doublets, the 
muon channel, and the bending magnet were adjusted to obtain 
the ootlmum beam by observing the counting rates as a func­
tion of the current settings. Table 9 shows typical count­
ing rates as a function of the potentiometer (POT) setting of 
the C magnet. The 123 rate Is the rate of stopped muons.
A run was started when the thermocouple readings 
were observed to be stable for a given thermonitor setting. 
The readings were checked at Intervals within a run to be 
sure of continued stability. The Intervals varied from 10 to 
30 minutes over a run of approximately 90 minutes.
Table 10 lists all of the Individual runs which 
were done. The "label" Is the date (In May 1973) and the 
order of the run on that day (A, B, C, etc.). The external 
field was labeled by the POT setting. The Thermonitor con­
trol (TM) had two readings, a coarse and a fine. The
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thermocouple readings (TC) listed are the maximum and minimum 
readings recorded during the entire run. A survey of Table 
10 will shown the general strategy. First runs were taken 
on copper at various fields and temperatures. Then runs 
were made on nickel at similar fields but with temperatures 
Increased In smaller steps. A second series on nickel jumped 
back and forth around the Curie point. Then a better con­
trolled series of temperature steps (Table 10 C) was taken 
using small, uniform steps of the Thermonitor control.
A few runs were done with fields higher than the 
1.62 POT setting (Table 10 D). Another series of controlled 
steps past the Curie point was done at the minimum field 
which could be obtained. A small residual field was observed 
to be present when the power supply was on but the POT was at 
zero. The high temperature runs were left until the end to 
avoid damage to the last thermistor. Finally, more runs were 
taken on copoer at fields not used on the first day.
The procedures and results of the data analysis are 
presented In the next chapter.
III. DATA ANALYSIS OP COPPER
A. Procedure of analysis
Each data set was fitted to the function discussed 
In Chapter I,
N(t) = Noe_t/^ >“- ( 1 Pa e_t//^  cos( to t + If ) )
+ background.
The mean lifetime of the muon, , was fixed from the timing 
spectrum of the analyzer. The six parameters which were 
varied were: NQ, the normalization; Pa, the Initial polar­
ization asymmetry; T (tau), the depolarization time con­
stant; to (omega), the angular frequency of precession; If 
(phi), the phase angle; and the background.
The fitting was done with a nonlinear least square 
fitting program listed In Appendix A. The program printed 
out the parameters, the change In the parameters, the new 
values of the parameters, and the normalized chi-square of 
each trial. The final fit was taken to be the one for which 
the normalized chi-square changed by-less than .001 from the 
previous one. The program then printed out the final para­
meters, the error In each, and the percent of error. It 
also plotted the actual data and the fit on the same scale. 
This plot was of great value In Judging the correctness of 
the fit. Observation of the plot made It possible to deter-
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mine any serious divergence of the fit from the data.
It was found to be essential to plot the data
before attempting a fit. If the Initial estimates of the 
narameters were not close enough to the actual values, the 
nrogram either could not produce a fit or would produce one 
without physical meaning, e.g. with a negative depolariza­
tion time.
Log N(t) was plotted against time as shown In 
Figure 8. The frequency and phase, both of which had to be 
within 5 £ of their actual values, were easily determined 
from the plot. The normalization and background were the 
most difficult parameters to estimate. However, Initial 
values within 15 £ for NQ and 25 % for background were ade­
quate for good results to be obtained.
In finding the carameters Pa and X one encountered 
another problem with the fitting: they were closely coupled.
It was possible to obtain fits of essentially the same chi- 
square with various combinations of Pa and X . If one In­
creased , the other decreased. Sometimes this problem could 
be resolved by studying the plot of the fit. Although dif­
ferent sets of Pa and X might appear to give equally good 
fits In the first hundred or so channels, the fit might later 
diverge from the data, e.g. around channel five hundred. The 
acceptability of a fit was judged on the total result; fit 
and data should match at all times, within statistical fluc­
tuations.
The use of the fitting program can best be seen In
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the treatment of the copper calibration data. As shown in 
Table 10 A, runs on copper were made on two days: the begin­
ning and the end of the actual cyclotron time. On May k,
conper runs were taken at room temperature for three values 
of external field and at six temperatures for one value of 
field. On May 17, copper runs were taken at three other 
fields, all at room temperature.
B. Fields
Table 11 lists the observed field at the site of 
the muon for different temperatures for a constant setting of 
the potentiometer (POT) of the C magnet power supply. Tem­
perature appears to have had no effect on the field in cop­
per. The field was reproducible to 1 part in 500.
Table 12 lists the fields observed at room temper­
ature for different POT settings. Differences between the 
fields from the data and the data are typically less 
than one third of one percent. A plot of B^  versus the POT 
setting is shown in Figure 9. Since the error in each field
is less than the point size of the plot, no error bars are
shown.
The POT setting was taken as a label for the exter­
nal field . Wherever the terms ’’external field ” and ’’applied
field" may occur in this work, they should be taken to mean
the field produced by that setting. The magnitude is taken 
to be that felt by the muon in copper as listed in Table 12.
The results of the fit to frequency were checked
by applying a Fourier transform routine to the data. The 
results showed that each set of copper data had only one 
frequency component present. The results of the Fourier 
transform corresponded to the fitted frequency to within the 
frequency step size of the routine. The Fourier transform 
program Is listed In Appendix B with examples of the results 
from copper.
In general, the field at the site of the muon may 
be written as
B/t = Hext “ Bdm + BL + Bdlp + Bhyp*
Hgxt is the external applied field. Bdm is the demagnetizing 
field, proportional to the magnetization of the sample, M.
B^ is the Lorentz cavity field, ^ IT M/3. *s the sum
contributions from dipoles at the lattice sites of the sample 
within a sphere centered on the muon. Bhyp *s *iyPer*’*-ne 
field due to the contact interaction of the electrons.
The magnetization of the sample is given by 
M = "X H, where %  is the magnetic susceptibility. Since
is very small for copper, the magnetization of the sam­
ple may be neglected, and the terms B^m and B^ may be 
dropped from the expression for B .
There is no net dipole moment at the lattice sites 
of copper. Eflip zero.
The conduction electrons in copper have no net 
polarization and the copper ions themselves have no local 
moments. One can expect the contact interaction to be negli­
gible and drop B^yp from the expression for B*. Therefore,
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there Is only one contribution to the muon field in copper, 
Hext ’
C. Phase angles
Table 13 gives the phase angles at the zero of time 
for each field and for each detector. In terms of the phys­
ical situation, phi measures the time from the start of the 
counting process until the first maximum of the positron 
counts, when the magnetic moment of the muon first pointed 
to the detector. Since the same 123 signal was used to start 
both the 5T and the 4T counts, phi Indicates which detector 
the muon passed first. The direction of precession can be 
determined.
It was shown in Chapter II that backward muons 
from the plon rest frame have spins parallel to their momen­
tum in the lab frame. Since the direction of the momentum 
with respect to the detectors is a function of the applied 
field, one would not expect phi to be a constant. Phi also 
depends upon the frequency with which the muon spins while 
passing through the field and after stopping.
The lowest applied field has the least effect on 
the initial direction of the spin. That data provided the 
best indication of the precession direction. The muon clear­
ly passed S5 before S^, indicating a counterclockwise pre­
cession with respect to Figure 4, the same direction as the 
bending of the beam. This confirmed that the internal field 
was parallel to the external field.
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For the next two steps of increase of field, this 
time sequence held. For H  ^above 2.3 kilogauss, however, 
the muon passed S4 before S5* Since the change in the beam 
trajectory was not great enough to account for this much 
deflection, it must have been due to the turning of the mag­
netic moment before the start signal began the counting.
When the field was Increased to 4.7 kilogauss, the muon came 
around again to pass S5 before S4.
D. Polarization asymmetry
The fitted values of the polarization asymmetry 
product, Pa, for a constant applied field are listed in 
Table 14 and plotted against temperature in Figure 10. These 
are average values of several fits. The differences between 
fits were within the estimated error of the parameter.
The values of Pa for the data average to Pa = 
.198 with a normalized chi-square of 1.11. Values of all six 
4T runs would average to Pa = .165 with a normalized chi- 
square of 3-21. However, detector S4 was removed from the 
set-uo twice: Just before the run at 4?8 °K, and after that,
before the run at 599 °K. The run at 380 °K was taken after 
that at 803 °K, as seen from Table 10 A.
The four runs for an undisturbed S4 fit to an 
average Pa * .168 with a normalized chi-square of 2.11. If 
one includes the 478 °K run, but not that at room tempera­
ture, the five average to Pa » .167 with a chi-square of 
2.14.
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The system was not deliberately disturbed to test 
the reproducibility of the detector arrangement, sk had to 
be removed to allow access to the sample and heater. The 
first removal was needed to cover the thermocouple wires; 
the second, to replace the thermistor. However, the disturb­
ances did provide a test of position uniformity. The first 
change of position produced an increase of approximately 
6 % in Pa. The increase after the second change was smaller.
During the runs on nickel, was not removed 
within a given series. The position of S5 was not changed at 
any time during the three weeks of experiments.
The polarization asymmetry products for different 
fields at room temperature are listed in Table 15 and plotted 
against the fields in Figure 11. One thing is immediately 
obvious from the plot: a major discrepancy between data
taken on May 4 and data taken on May 17. The curves 
sketched to show the behavior of Pa on each day do not coin­
cide. If the experimental conditions had been the same, the 
two curves should coincide, at least within the errors. It 
was concluded that something in the experiment changed. 
Perhaps the most serious mistake in these experiments was 
not to repeat copper at POT * 1.62, the most extensively used 
setting, on May 17. To have done so would have provided an 
experimental connection between the two curves.
The clue to the problem of the different Pa curves 
was that Pa increased for both the 4T and the 5^ data. When 
and the heater were removed, the heater support was left
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in place, and there was a limit to how much difference there 
could be in its position. No theory put forward could 
explain how equipment shift could change the Pa from both 4T 
and 5^ by the observed amounts.
The conclusion was that there was a difference in 
the incoming beam. This could have been caused by some 
change in the cyclotron parameters, which were not monitored 
by the experimenters. It could have been a cumulative effect 
of slightly different settings of the magnets associated with 
the meson channel. The currents listed in Table 3 were read 
from meters on the power supplies. There was an estimated 
error of + 3 amperes in reproducing these. No further inves­
tigation of the cause of the Pa difference was made.
In both the May 4 and May 17 sets of data the Pa's 
of the data decreased as the field increased. In both 
sets the Pa's of the 4T data first increased with increasing 
field, then seemed to level off, and eventually decreased.
It Is interesting that one POT setting almost hit the point 
for which the Pa products were equal, but this does not seem 
to have any Physical significance.
Throughout the analysis of both copper and nickel 
it seemed that data collected from S5 was cleaner, with 
better statistics and less background, than data from S4.
The normalized chi-squares were generally lower, and the fits 
appeared better to the eye. Usually the percentage errors on 
parameters of the fits were lower than for the fits of
the same run. This trend was more pronounced in the nickel
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data than In the copper. Fourier analysis spectra confirmed 
the experimenter's opinion; the 5T data had fewer "spurious” 
components. I.e. components which occurred In 5T but not in 
4T or vice-versa.
After this judgment, the 4T data were fitted to an 
N(t) for which tau was fixed at Its value from the 5T data 
of that run. The resulting Pa factors are listed in the last 
column of Table 15 and shown as square data points in Figure 
11.
The orientation of the muon's spin to the direction 
of its momentum Is Independent of the type or arrangement of 
the detection system. However, the factor Pa which appears 
in N(t) depends upon several factors, which were discussed In 
Chapter I, and It was anticipated that the 4T and 5T data 
would have different asymmetries. Consideration of this 
point gave rise to one of the two purposes of using the cali­
bration sample. One use, of course, was to determine the 
external field. ^he other use was to eliminate the asymmetry 
and beam optics depolarization factors In the s^udy of nickel.
The beam optics effects would be Identical for both 
samples. Since the samples were of similar size, thickness, 
and density, the asymmetry due to the detector geometry, a 
of the Pa product, could be regarded as the same for both 
samples. The ratio of Pa for nickel to the Pa of copper In 
the same external field should give a measure of the depolar­
ization due only to events In nickel as opposed to copper.
As a result of h^e difference In the copper data taken on
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different days, however, the Idea of using the ratios of the 
Pa products was dropped .
E. Depolarization time constants
Figure 12 shows a plot of the fitted values of the 
depolarization time constant, tau, for muons at different 
temperatures In a constant field. At first glance one would 
think that the 5T data Indicate a temperature effect. Tau 
rises continuously to a maximum at 803 °K, and the lower 
temperature run (380 °K) taken after the high point has 
almost the same high value. These results would be consist­
ent with the removal of defects In the crystal structure by 
an annealing process.
Fits of the 41 data did not confirm the trend.
The marked discrepancy between the two sets led to the 
detailed statistical study of Pa already described. After 
that study the 5^ data and the last four runs of the 4l data 
were fitted to another N(t) which was a function of only 
five parameters. The polarization asymmetry product was 
fixed at the mean value of .198 or .168 from the previous 
fits. The results of the series with fixed Pa are plotted 
In Figure 13* Values of tau for both series of fits are 
listed In Table 16.
There was ho reason apparent to the experimenters 
that the depolarization should be seen differently by the 
two detectors. Therefore, the values of tau were treated as 
one set of statistics. The average of twelve values from
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fits with Pa free came to 5.02 microseconds with a normalized 
chi-square of 1.55* The values from the 10 runs with fixed 
Pa came to an average of 5*09 microseconds with a normalized 
chi-square of 1.61.
This study of copper In a constant applied field 
leads to the conclusion that the data are consistent with 
both the polarization asymmetry and the depolarization time 
constant being independent of temoeBature In copper. It 
should be noted here that for copper a constant applied 
field produces a temperature independent field at the site 
of the muon. For nickel this will be true only above the 
Curie point.
The depolarization time constants as a function of 
field are listed In Table 17 and shown In Figure 14. Except 
for the lowest field point, 128 gauss, results from 4T and 
5T stons are well within each other's error. At the lowest 
field this Is not true. The error of 6.1 microseconds 
(approximately 30 %) in the 41 point was the largest error 
In any depolarization time. The second largest error was 
1.4 microseconds in the 5^ point at that same low field,
128 gauss. The analysis of the 41 data was made from 950 
channels of data which had a period of approximately 200 
channels; less than five full oscillations were available. 
The 51 situation was little better; 890 channels for a 
period of 157 channels gave only five and a half cycles.
The evaluation of tau depended on observing the rate of 
decrease In amplitude of the oscillations. It would seem
lplf,
that there were not enough oscillations for a more accurate 
fit of the time constant.
For fields over 3 kilogauss the analysis encountered 
another problem. It was determined that the highest field 
data oscillated with a reriod of 5.2 channels for the 4T 
analyzer and 4.2 channels for the 5T analyzer. Fits to the 
high field runs were more difficult to obtain and to Judge 
than were fits to lower field runs. The initial parameters 
had to be closer to the actual values as fewer channels per 
cycle were available and statistical fluctuations seemed to 
have greater effect.
One explanation of the depolarization can be found 
by looking at the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field expe­
rienced by the muons. If muons at different sites in the 
lattice experience fields ranging over some A B, their fre­
quencies of precession will have a corresponding spread A Co. 
With a density function dN(«o)/d go , the term cos(«ot + )
is replaced by the integral
/ cos (Co t + if) d co = f(t)
If the magnetic field, and hence frequency, distri­
bution is the result of perturbations around some central 
frequency, and if these perturbations are as likely positive 
as negative, then in a power series expansion of this distri­
bution the linear term is absent and one may write
= a - a ) 2 + ---- .d (jj 0 2  o
*5
Two well known density functions with these leading power 
series terns ere the Lorentzlan,
dN( _ eL_
d " (CJ- C4?a )2 + i^2
(atco-cj, » k^ the density Is 1/2 of Its nezlmun)
end the Gaussian,
dW(co) )2/kG2
d u> “ G
(etw- w0 « kQ the density Is 1/e of Its maximum).
It is well known that the Fourier transform of a 
Gaussian Is another Gaussian. Therefore, one would expect a 
Gaussian frequency distribution to produoe a Gaussian time 
decay and vice versa.
The time dependence used In fitting the data from 
these experiments was an exponential,
fQ(t) « e"kfcoos( Co, t + %  ), 
where <£ was Independent of frequency and k * 1/T . If this 
function Is put Into the Inverse Fourier transformations 
to obtain the corresponding frequency distribution, one 
obtains a Lorentzlan distribution with a high frequency 
"tall." Details of this calculation are shown In Appendix C.
E. Normalization and background
There would appear to be little physical Information 
that can be extracted from the normalization, NQ. It does 
provide a measure of the number of counts. Values for N0 
from runs on copper are listed In Table 18.
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The background was taken to be time independent. It
was reasoned that there was nothing in the beam to cause a
decaying background. All particles decaying with a lifetime
of 2.2 microseconds are included in the factor N of eo
-8Pions decay on the order of 10" seconds and would be gone 
within 10 or 15 channels from zero at the calibrations used. 
This time would occur in the nonlinear region of the analyzer 
before the fitting was begun.
The results of the fits verify this conclusion. If 
there were a decaying background, the program would take an 
average over the number of channels fitted. As more channels 
were taken, the fitted background would decrease. The values 
in Table 19 show that there are only random fluctuations in 
the background as a function of the number of channels.
The backgrounds for the nickel data showed similar
behavi or.
IV. NICKEL FIELDS
A. Overview
The measured magnetic field at the site of the 
muon, was the net effective field experienced by the 
muon between stop and decay. Two questions were to be 
answered: How did BA vary with the external field? How did
B^ vary with temperature? The various factors which contrib­
ute to the net 3^ were mentioned in Chapter III and will be 
discussed in more detail later in this chanter.
Two preliminary series of runs, listed in Table 
10 B, were designed to give an overview of what to expect at 
different temneratures and external fields. The first series, 
on May 5» 1973* used four different external fields and a 
temnerature range within the ferromagnetic region. The sec­
ond series, which began on May 9. was done at only one 
external field and with temneratures scanning the Curie 
noint.
The data taken from nickel on May 5 had lower 
nolarization asymmetries than one would have exoected after 
observing the copner data r^aken immediately before, and 
they had much shorter denolarization times. For examnle, 
from cooper at Hext = 1593 gauss, data collected by S5 had
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8^Pa = .198 while data collected "by S4 had Pa = .168 (85 % of 
that from 55)• The S5 nickel data had Pa values ranging 
from .11 to .16 while the Sk data had Pa's of .016 to .057 
(15 to 35 % of those from S5). The depolarization times In 
nickel were less than a microsecond compared to several 
microseconds In corner. The lower values of Pa and tau made 
it difficult to fit the data, especially that from S4.
No completely satisfactory explanation has been 
out forth for the poor quality of the nickel data com­
pared to the S4 cooper data. It cannot now be determined 
If an error occurred In reassembling the equipment after 
changing the sample or if there was a change In the beam due 
to a change In cyclotron parameters.
Temperature measurements were unstable on May 5» 
as described In Charter II. However, the Instability seemed 
to lie in the measurement rather than in the actual tempera­
ture. A variation of temperature over the sample and over 
the course of the run would produce a variation In the 
observed field causing a frequency distribution to appear In 
the data. However, the Interference of these frequencies 
should have the same effect on both and 55 data, while 
the effect seen on May 5 was more pronounced In the data.
In the second preliminary series, 9E - 10F, tem­
perature determination was much Improved, as can be seen In 
Table 10 B. It was also found that temperature equilibrium 
was more easily reached while going up In temperature than 
while going down. This was expected since the steel box had
been designed to retain heat.
The first look at the nickel data revealed what 
was to be the most difficult problem of the data analysis: 
the beat. There was more than one precession frequency 
present. The existence of two frequencies was confirmed by 
Fourier analysis. The analysis of the beat will be discussed 
In section C of this charter.
B. Nickel fields at constant temperature
Runs on nickel at a fixed temperature with different 
external fields were done at three temneratures: 423 °K,
589 °K, and 683 °K. The results are listed In Table 20.
At 683 °K, well above the Curie point of 631 °K, 
the fields In nickel were approximately those seen in copper, 
the fields one would expect In a nonferromagnetic material.
A run at 803 °K and POT = 1.62 (Table 23) confirmed that the 
field did not change significantly with further Increase in 
temperature.
The fields seen In nickel at 589 °K are plotted
against the POT setting (a linear measure of the external
field) In Figure 15- B., is approximately linear with the
r-
field . Table 20 also gives the differences between the 
field s In ferromagnetic nickel and the external field. At 
589 °K, the differences are all within 3 % of the average 
difference. The differences are approximately constant, 
Independent of the external field. It appears that satura­
tion was achieved.
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The fields seen at 423 °K are slotted against the 
POT settings in Figure 16. Except for the lowest external 
field (POT = 0.0), is approximately linear with the 
external field. The fields at the two highest POT settings, 
3.34 and 5-10, were found from Fourier transforms of the 
data. The difficulty of fitting high field runs was dis­
cussed in Chapter III. For nickel data, the problem of two 
few channels ner oscillation was compounded by the problem 
of interference from the beat. No physically meaningful, 
six parameter fits were obtained for high field runs on 
ferromagnetic nickel. (A two parameter fit to N(t) = 
Noe~t//,^*‘' + background did extract the background counts so
that the run could be Fourier analyzed.)
C. Fourier transforms and the beat
The use of Fourier analysis on the data was dis­
cussed in Chapter III. For nickel, as well as for copper, 
the strongest component of each Fourier spectrum coincided 
with the frequency determined by the fitting program. The 
Fourier analysis also revealed the characteristics of the 
beat. The results of Fourier transforms of the May 5 data 
are summarized in Table 21, which gives the average fitted 
field of the data, the field corresponding to the frequency 
of the Fourier component of maximum amplitude, the fields 
corresponding to the frequencies of other large components, 
and the relative strengths of these components, i.e. their 
amplitude relative to the maximum. It should be remembered
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that in the Fourier analysis of the actual data there was a 
finite step size within which frequencies could not be dis­
tinguished .
It can also be seen from Table 21 that '’spurious" 
peaks occurred in one part of a set of data, e.g. that from 
Sty, but not in the other part of the same set, the data from 
S5* These "spurious" peaks were stronger and more frequent 
in 3ty data than in S5 data. Table 21 does not list all of 
these components in the Sty data, only those of the largest 
relative amplitude. Discussion will concern only those com­
ponents which occurred at the same frequency in both Sty and 
S5 data.
Before the Fourier analysis was applied to the 
nickel data, it had been observed that the beat seemed to 
disappear in paramagnetic nickel. The results of the Fourier 
analysis confirmed this and added other information. Fourier 
transforms of data in paramagnetic nickel (above 631 °K) 
showed only one component, and that was at the same fre­
quency as the Fourier component of a copper run at the same 
external field.
For ferromagnetic nickel, in a constant external 
field, the dominant component of the Fourier spectrum 
dropped in frequency as the temperature rose. There was a 
lower frequency component, however, always common to both 
and S5 data, which remained at a constant frequency - 
approximately the frequency seen for copper in that external 
field.
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In the scectra of runs at constant temcerature, 
both components rose In frequency as the applied field rose. 
The lower frequency of the two always coincided with that 
seen for comer.
It was concluded that muons crecesslng in a non- 
ferromagnetic environment produced the signal of the beating 
frequency, I.e. the lower frequency. The question was what 
could have stocced those muons? The beat signal was Intense 
enough to contribute a component with an amplitude of 20 to 
30 cercenf that of the dominant signal. The muons crecess- 
lng at the beat frequency must have given a 123 start signal 
to have been counted, and detector S2 was only 2 inches 
square, limiting the path of accepted muons. In line with 
the beam and detectors 51 and S2 one had detector S2 Itself, 
the four stainless steel walls of the heater, some asbestos, 
the heater colls, and the sample. The total material In the 
beam cath, omitting the samcle, was 1/8 inch of clastic,
1/8 Inch of nonmagnetic stainless steel, some heating colls 
(also nonmagnetic metal), and some loosely oacked asbestos 
cowder - a nonmetalllc environment.
Steel has a density of approximately 7.7 gm/cm-^  as 
compared to approximately 8.7 gm/crn-^  for nickel. A rough 
estimate of the relative stopping cower of the steel, corn- 
cared to the nickel, can be made by taking the ratios of 
the densities and thicknesses:
Steel 148 ^  t
Ni 877*172 22
The density of the clastic is approximately that
of polyethylene, 1.35 gm/cc. The approximate stopping power 
of the Plastic, relative to the nickel, would be
muons stopped In the walls of the heater (and In the colls) 
also exnlalns the fact tha^ the beat signal Is a frequency 
slightly lower (~*2 %) than the signal from cooper. When a 
ferromagnetic object Is placed In a previously uniform field, 
the lines of the field crowd together Inside the object, 
leaving a lower density of lines Just outside. This behavior 
Is shown In Figure 1?. The removal of the beat effect will 
be discussed after the next section.
D. Nickel fields for constant H t
1593 gauss, on May 5 and for the series 9E to 10F are listed 
In Table 22. "S decreased as the temperature increased.
desirable to have as many points as possible with the minimum 
uncertainty In temperature for each point. The long series 
of runs listed In Table 10 C (runs 101 through 12C) produced 
1? points with temperatures stable to + 1 centigrade degree. 
The main emphasis of the analysis was placed on this long 
series.
Runs 101 through 11H were taken In small, uniform, 
upward steps of the Thermonltor control setting. Runs 111 
through 12C were taken In larger, downward steps. Unfor-
The conclusion that the beat signal came from
The nickel fields observed at POT = 1.62, Hext
When determining a relation between and T it is
5**
tunately, run 111 was started before the temperature was 
stable; the data from that run was not used. Thereafter 
more time and care were given to being certain of tempera­
ture stability before starting a run. The results for the 
fields are listed In Table 23- Included In that table are 
the two paramagnetic runs done on May 17.
Figure 18 shows B^, as a function of temperature 
with scales showing both the zero of temperature and the zero 
of field. The line through the points Is only to guide the 
eye. B^ decreased as T Increased with the rate of change 
increasing as the Curie point was approached. Table 2b lists 
the rate of change of B^ with respect to T between runs.
Above the Cu^le point, B^  leveled off to 1590 gauss, the 
external field.
Figure 19 shows B^ - versus T on expanded scales to 
show the details more clearly. The solid curve is a 
Brlllouin function fitted to Bg = B^ - Hext for T from 
380 °K through 621 °K.
The Brlllouin function fitted with a saturation 
field of 2300 gauss at T = 0 °K and a Curie point of 630 °K. 
The external field was also a parameter of the fitting 
procedure for the Brlllouin function. 1590 gauss was both 
the result of the fitting of the Brlllouin function and the 
result of the two highest temperature runs.
Figures 20, 21, and 22 are plots of the nickel 
data from runs selected to Illustrate the main features of 
the data. The solid curve Is the result of the fit; the
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clroles are typical data points. In these plots the back­
ground and lifetime exponential factors have been removed so 
that the depolarization decay of the oscillations can be seen 
more clearly. The data has the form
M(t) - N0 ( 1 + Pa e_t^r cos ( to t + <f) ).
All» of the data shewn were eolleoted from 35.
The data set in Figure 20 was taken at 6U6 °K, 
well within the paramagnetic region. The fitted field was 
1600 gauss; the depolarization time was over 2 mloroseoonds. 
Polarization asymmetry and depolarization times will be dis­
cussed In detail In the next chapter. There was no trace of 
a beat In the data taken In the paramagnetic region; neither 
the human eye nor the Fourier transform detected a second 
frequency.
The data set shown In Figure 21 was taken at 533 °K, 
well within the ferromagnetic region. The fitted field was 
20bb gauss; the depolarization time was approximately .4 
microseconds. A lower frequency oomponent was present In the 
Fourier transform with an amplitude approximately 22 % of 
that of the dominant component.
The data set In Figure 22 was taken at 621 °K, In 
the transition region between ferromagnetic and paramagnetic 
behavior. This run was chosen for Illustration because It 
had the most pronounced beat effeot. The first fit to this 
data produced a field of 1655 gsuss and a depolarization 
time of .15 microseconds.
The plot clearly shows that the rapid decrease of
the oscillations Is at least partly due to interference. 
There Is a region around .5 microseconds In which no oscil­
lations are visible; then they reappear. The Fourier 
transform of this run shows that the beat frequency has the 
largest amplitude. The higher frequency Is a broadened hump 
of relative amplitude 55 %. The areas under the "curve," 
however, are In the ratio of armroxlmately
nickel k ^ 
beat
The nickel signal Is still dominant.
N(t) of the fitting program was constructed for a 
single signal, one frequency, one polarization, and one 
decay rate. The urogram was unable to nroduce a fit with 
physically meaningful results when two strong components 
were present. There was no provision for recovering the 
oscillations after they had been damped out.
When a six parameter fit was begun at .6 micro­
seconds, beyond the region of destructive Interference, 
where only the oscillations of the lower frequency component 
were present, the program produced fields approximately 
equal to the external field. The results of a sample of 
such fits are presented In Table 25- The field of the beat 
frequency approaches the external field as the temperature 
approaches the Curie point.
E. Removing the beat
Once the beat signal was identified, one faced the 
problem of either fitting the data with the beat present or
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removing the beat effect. Three different attempts to a 
multiple frequency fit were made. Redundant parameters ore- 
vented these from producing physically meaningful results; 
they will not be described. Attention was turned to the 
second alternative; removing the beat effect.
Fourier analysis breaks down a given function into 
a sum of components of different frequencies. The lower 
frequency component was usually a single sharp contribution 
or a contribution of only two or three adjacent frequencies. 
If the contributions of these frequencies were subtracted 
from the original function, one should have a function with­
out their effect. This was done.
The background and lifetime exponential factors 
were removed from the original data. Then the proper 
Fourier components were subtracted from each channel. The 
resulting data was fitted to the five parameter function 
N» (t) = NQ ( 1 + Pa e”t/,T cos( u> t + ) ).
The result for the data at 621 °K Is plotted In Figure 23- 
Its Fourier transform shows no low frequency component pre­
sent. The plot shows that the oscillations diminish uni­
formly. They no longer disappear completely and then 
recover. Beyond their disappearance there are only random, 
statistical fluctuations.
When the corrected data set at 621 °K was fitted, 
the field showed less than 1 % Increase, up from 1655 to 
1665 gauss. The depolarization time Increased 33 %* up from 
.15 microseconds to .20 microseconds. All of the runs which
showed distinct low frequency components In the Fourier 
analysis, were similarly treated. The resulting changes In 
the fields were within the errors of the previously fitted 
fields for all but three cases. Those three were at 617 °K 
and 621 °K, the two points of maximum beat effect, and at 
380 °K, the lowest temperature for which a fit was obtained. 
At room temperature the Fourier spectrum had no dominant 
frequency.
F. High fields: Hext~  ^735 gauss
Five runs were taken at the highest potentiometer 
setting. Of all of these, only the paramagnetic run at 
683 °K was successfully fitted. Fields could be estimated 
by visual study and Fourier analysis, but the beat effect 
and the few channels per oscillation combined to prevent 
any meaningful result of polarization and decay time. The 
fields are listed In Table 26.
G. Low fields: Hext"^ Sauss
Ten runs were taken with the residual field present 
when the magnet was on and the potentiometer control was 
zeroed. The lowest temperature run of these was taken on 
May 12, 1973- The others were taken In sequence on May 16 
and 17. The field results are listed In Table 27 and 
plotted in Figure 24.
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H. Phase angles and the direction of the Internal field
The times corresponding to the chase angles of 
the data collected by S5 were consistent with the times of 
the copper data from S5 (Table 13), allowing for higher 
fields in the nickel. This indicated a similar bending of 
the direction of the muon’s magnetic moment.
The May 5 data from S4, however, fluctuated from 
both the cooper data and the data from S5. The time spans 
for the precession of the muon from 35 to S4 were too small. 
The poor quality of the May 5 data from has already been 
discussed.
The direction of the Internal field is more clearly 
seen from a study of the difference between the Internal and 
external fields. As shown In Table 20, this difference Is 
approximately constant. The clots in Figure 15 and 16 could
be extrapolated to zero external field with a positive value
for B^. If the internal field were opposite to the external
field, would increase as Hgxt decreased.
Al
An earlier series of experiments, with this 
technique of muon Implantation but with some differences In 
the equipment, had and S5 at approximately 90° to each 
other. The relative phases Indicated the direction of pre­
cession and confirmed that the Internal field was In the 
same direction as the external field. In those experiments 
It could also be seen that the relative phase was maintained 
during the transition from ferromagnetic to paramagnetic 
behavior.
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I. Theories of paramagnetism and ferromagnetism
For paramagnetic and diamagnetic materials the 
permeability ,/^ , is a constant at a constant temperature.
For ferromagnetic materials /C is a non-linear function of 
H and the behavior of the substance in an applied field is 
described by a magnetization curve such as is shown in 
Figure 25. B is a nonlinear function of H up to a certain 
applied field after which B becomes linear with H. This 
phenomenon is called saturation, and essentially states that 
there is a maximum value of the magnetization which can be 
achieved.
Another characteristic of ferromagnetic materials 
is that the magnetization curve is a function of the past 
history of the sample. It is not reproducible. This 
phenomenon is called hysteresis. Even after the applied 
field is reduced to zero, some magnetization may remain. A 
permanent magnet can be made.
The existence of spontaneous magnetization in 
ferromagnetic materials indicates that there is a major dif­
ference in the internal interaction of the atoms compared to 
those of paramagnetic or diamagnetic materials. In 190? 
Weiss predicted the existence of regions within a ferro­
magnetic material which are spontaneously magnetized to the 
saturation value even when there is no field applied to the 
sample. In a non-magnetized sample these domains are ran­
domly oriented. When an external field is applied, magneti­
zation can arise in two ways: by the growth of domains
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already aligned with H at the expense of other domains, or 
by the rotation of the magnetic moments within the domains.
Langevin proposed a theoretical model of paramag­
netism based on classical physics and the use of statistical 
mechanics. He considered an ensemble of permanent magnets, 
each of dinole moment u, which were far enough apart that 
their interactions with each other could be neglected. An 
applied magnetic field of strength H would tend to align the 
dipoles, the energy due to the field being W = -uH cos 9.
The magnets may have any orientation angle 9 with respect to 
the field. Thermal agitation tends to destroy the alignment. 
The thermal energy is kT, where k is the Boltzmann constant.
number of dipoles within an increment of solid angle dw about 
the direction 9 to be proportional to
The magnetic moment per unit volume, M, is then proportional 
to the average moment in the direction of the field. That 
can then be compared to the case of perfect alignment which 
would occur at absolute zero and is designated by MQ. The 
ratio was found to be
Using statistical mechanics, Langevin found the
e-w/kTdw = euh cos e/kTdw.
uH kT 
kT " uH*
One electron per atom would give u the order of
—2010 erg/gauss. At room temperature kT is the order of 
b x lO-1**’ ergs. In a field of 10 kilogauss the argument of 
the Langevin function is the order of 2 x 10 , and one can
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approximate ctnh X ~  X~* + x/3 so that
M uH 
M_ = 3kT*
M uMo
Then
H ~ 3kT
and
"V c
A - f where C =
This form of the susceptibility Is called the Curie Law. The 
Ideal magnetization, MQ, would occur when all atomic moments 
were perfectly aligned. If n = the number of atoms per unit 
volume, Mq = nu. Quantum theory makes some Important altera­
tions. It permits only a finite number of orientations of 
the dlcole with respect to the field. These come from the 
quantization of the projections of the magnetic moment 
u =s - gupJ (Where ug = the Bohr magneton).
There are 2J + 1 orientations corresponding to 2J + 1 equally 
spaced energy levels. The quantum mechanical replacement of 
Langevin's equation Is
M ta 2J + 1 , . (2J + l)x 1 . x
M = BJ(x) “ 2J Ctnh 2J * 2J ctnh 2J* o
where x = gJUgH/kT. The function Bj(x) is called the 
Brlllouin function. For cases of small x, i.e. relatively low 
H and high T, the quantum mechanical expression also reduces 
to the Curie law, x = C/T. The Curie constant is now defined 
in quantum mechanical terms to be
C = ng2u02J(J + l)/3k.
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For a single electron snln J = 1/2, and Bj(x) gives 
a simple form
M __ . . uH
M " tanh kT* o
where u Is the quantized moment.
The Curie law Is obeyed by some paramagnetic mate­
rials but not by those which are ferromagnetic. The pre­
ceding treatment neglected any Interaction between the atoms. 
For ferromagnetic materials which exhibit magnetization 
without any applied field and which have susceptibilities on 
the order of several hundred, Internal Interactions must be 
Included. Weiss pronosed a modification of the Langevin 
treatment which assumed the existence of another effective 
field proportional to the magnetization. It Is called the 
•'molecular field" or the "exchange field" since the energy 
comes from the exchange interaction of the dipole moments.
The Langevin equation Is modified by replacing H by H + Hg 
where Hg = A M. The constant A is indeoendent of tempera­
ture. The effective field Hg can be many times larger than 
the anplled field H.
In substituting H + /\ M for H, nothing Is lost by 
looking at the simplest case of J = 1/2 for which
M tn1lh u(H + A M)
M = tanh kT  'o
Taking the approximation tanh x « x, one finds
I = gT (H + A M). 
o
Solving for M/H gives a new form for the susceptibility, the
6k
Curie-Weiss law.
Tr C
A = T - A C
where C = uMQ/k as before. The susceptibility now has a
singularity at the point Tc = A C. This point is called the
Curie point.
If one goes back to the Erillouln expression for 
the magnetization and insets H = 0, one finds
M H/M~tt » tanh"o TTV
For T less than or equal to Tc this has solutions other than 
M = 0. Spontaneous magnetization can exist. This relation 
applies to each domain. Whether the magnetization is 
observed or not depends upon the alignment of the domains.
J. Contributions to 3^
The magnetic field, B*, obtained from the preces­
sion frequency of the muon is the net magnetic field at the
site of the muon. E$, is the sum of several contributions and 
k2may be written
3M  ~ Hext " Bdm + BL + Bdip + Bhf 
Hgxt is the applied external field. In this work, 
Bext *s taicen t0 be seen by a muon in a paramag­
netic or diamagnetic sample for which the susceptibility is 
negligibly small so that one may ignore the difference in 
paramagnetic and diamagnetic substances. For the long 
series of runs 101 - 12C, Hext will be considered to be 1590 
gauss, the average field seen in the two high temperature
runs at the same POT setting and the result of the fitted 
Brlllouln function.
Bdm ls the demaSnetlzln? field arising from the 
macroscopic magnetization, M, of the sample and may be 
written = f^ j^ M, where ls a factor defending upon
l i ' i
the geometry of the sample. It can be shownJ that the 
Internal demagnetizing field of an ellipsoid ls uniform and 
antlparallel to the applied field when Hext ls directed 
along one of the axes of the ellipsoid. For the special 
case of a snhere, = k-U M/3. For an oblate ellipsoid, 3 
Inches in diameter by 1/2 Inch thick, Edm^  ^TTM/lO.^
B^p ls the sum of contributions to the field from 
dipoles at the lattice sites of the samole within a sphere 
centered on the muon. Beyond this sphere the sample ls taken 
to be an infinite homogeneous medium of uniform magnetization 
M. The field of such a medium inside a spherical cavity 
within It ls called the Lorentz cavity field and ls given by 
bl = ^ 7T M/3.
In calculating Edlp Itself, the question arises of 
where the muon stops. What is Its site in the nickel 
lattice? There ls evidence that hydrogen atoms are Implanted 
In the body centered position of nickel's face centered
lie
cubic lattice. It ls not unreasonable to suppose that the 
nosltlve muon stops In the same location, although it may 
not be as well localized due to Its smaller mass and hence 
longer Compton wavelength. The Compton wavelength goes as 
(1/raass) so that
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m * 8.88.
Por the body centered position In the face centered eublo 
lattice, Bdlp is zero. The anon will diffuse through the 
sample, hopping froa one body oentered site to another.
Since all body centered sites are equivalent, there ls no 
average over positions to be taken.
The last term in B^ls B^,, the field produced by 
electrons surrounding the onion. Bhf may be further broken 
down and written
B. - m B + B + B .T»f cep cp v
Boep 18 due t0 the net P°^Arlzatlon of the eonduetlon elec­
tron oloud in the sample. BQp ls due to polarization of the 
inner oore electron, or electrons, on the solute probe, i.e. 
electrons which the probe particle may bring with it into 
the sample. A positive muon has no oore; BQp * 0. Bv ls 
due to valence ns like electrons which become associated with 
the muon partially shielding it from other charges.
The saturation magnetization per gram for nickel 
at 0 °K has been found to be^***®
0~o * 58.57 + .03 emu/gm,
giving
M ■ 518.3 gauss,
4TTm_ * 6513. gauss,B
Bda » + 651 gauss,
B^ » 2171 gauss.
Prom the fitted Brlllouln function, B^(0 °K) » 2300 gauss.
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Substitution in
Ba  * Hext " Bd* + ®L + Bdlp + Bhf
gives (0 °K) m - 810 gauss.
The relative saturation, <r / <r , as a functions o
of T/Tg has been measured for nickel.*^ Interpolation from 
these results permits calculation of Bj^ at any temperature. 
Por example, at T ■ 533 °K, 0~ - .66? Cr . Neglecting anyB O
change In the density of nickel, this gives
k JT Mm - k060 gaussB
- 4-90 gauss.
Defining a sample dependent field, Bs * B ^ - Hext, 
the hyperflne field at any temperature may be written 
Bhf(T) - BS(T) - JfTT MS(T) (1/3 - 1/10)
Bhf(T) * BS(T) - 2.93 Bg(T).
Further discussion of the hyperflne field will be given in 
Chapter VI.
V. POLARIZATION AND ITS DECAY IN NICKEL
A. Paramagnetic nickel
Table 28 lists the values of Pa and tan observed 
as a function of field at 646 °K and in the run at 803 °K 
and POT * 1.62. These high temperature runs mere done on 
Hay 17* the same day as the second set of oopper runs.
The values of Pa for POT * 0.0 and 5.10 are 
approximately those seen in oopper. The values of Pa seen 
for POT * 1.62 are approximately those obtained by extrap­
olating from the Hay 4 ourve in Figure 11 to the Hay 17 
curve. For POT - 1.62, the Fa's at 646 °K and at 803 °K 
are equal within the errors assigned by the fitting program. 
The data are consistent with the conclusion that the polar- 
lzatlon-asymmetry in paramagnetic nickel ls equivalent to 
that in copper and is Independent of temperature above the 
Curie point.
For POT m 0.0, the depolarisation time in nickel 
ls approximately that seen by S$ in copper but ls below the 
average tau of 34 and 35 in oopper. For POT ■ 5-10, the 
depolarization time in nickel ls approximately equal to the 
average tau seen in oopper. These data would seem to indi­
cate that tau in paramagnetic nlokpel is equivalent to tau
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In oopper.
For POT ■ 1.62, however, the deoay tine in nickel 
is just over one half of that seen in oopper. Also, it 
appears from the data at 803 °K that the deoay tine in nlokel 
has not reached a level value but is still slightly Increas­
ing. The fit of the data at POT ■ 1.62 appeared to be better
than those at either the high field (POT * 5.10) or the low
field (POT * 0.0). The difficulty of fitting high field and 
low field data was discussed in Chapter III.
The average tau at 803 °K was 2.77 mloroseconds. 
This corresponds to a half width at half maxlnun of 4.24 
gauss in the Fourier peak. The full width at half maxlnun 
of approximately 8.5 gauss indicates an lnhomogenelty of 
.53 % In B .
B. Perronagnetio nlokel at constant temperature
Table 29 lists Pa and tau observed in nlokel at 
589 °K. The values of Pa are plotted against the external 
fields in Plgure 26; the values of tau are plotted in Figure
27. The Pa's fall off as the external field rises, as do
the Pa's for oopper. The depolarization tine, however, drops 
very slowly oonpared to the drop seen in copper. For the 
oopper, a straight line fron POT ■ .84 to POT « 3.34 has 
slope approxlnately 2 x 10"^ sec/gauss. For nlokel, the 
straight line would have slope approximately 1 x 10“^ 
seo/gauss, a faotor of 100 lower where tau Itself ls only 
a faotor of 10 lower.
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At POT m 3*34’* the rise In tau is ooupled to a
sharp drop la Pa. This aaj be due to a strong oorrelatlon 
between these two parameters la the fitting program as Indi­
cated by a large off-diagonal tern In the inverse matrix 
rather than to an actual ohange In tau.
consistent with a constant tau, Independent of field. The 
depolarization times seen by 35 average to .486 + .031 
microseconds. The times seen by S4 average to .364 + .046 
microseconds. The set of 8 values has average .421 + .080 
mioroseconds, with a normalized ohl-square of 4.4. This 
time corresponds to a half width at half maximum In the 
field distribution of approximately 28 gauss. At 589 °K the 
Internal fields, B , were seen to be linear with the exter­
nal field. The sample dependent field, Bs * B^- Hext, was 
approximately a constant, 2?4 gauss. Since the depolariza­
tion times for nlokel were a factor of 10 below those for 
copper, one would expeot that the depolarization Is asso­
ciated predominantly with the sample dependent field. The 
data would Indicate an lnhomogenelty In B& of
fluctuated over a millivolt, approximately 25 °K, a variation
of 4.3 % at a temperature .935 In this region the ohangeo
with temperature of the relative saturation magnetization ls
Overall, the data for tau at 589 °K appear to be
The temperature readings for the runs of May 5
approximately^0
A 4.3 % variation In T corresponds to a 13.7 % variation In
M and hence In the sample field B . If the sample temper- 8 8
ature itself had varied 25 °K, that variation oould explain 
the short observed tan.
However, the aotual temperature of the sample is 
believed to have been far more stable, and the observed 
value of tau at 589 °K ls consistent with values observed 
In the long series 101 - 12C (Tables 33 and 34), for which 
T ls believed to have been stable within one Kelvin degree.
At 423 °K, values of Fa and tau were obtained 
only for the two lower POT settings, 0.0 and 1.62. As 
described In Chapter IV, no 6 parameter fits were obtained 
at POT - 3.34 or 5.10. At POT * 0.0, with Hext *  128 gauss 
and BA * 1180 gauss, the polarization of the data oollected 
by 35 was Pa ■ .208 + ,031. No fit was obtained to the 
data from S4. At POT ■ 1.62, Pa ■ .201 + .028 for data 
from 35.
The depolarization time for POT * 0.0 at 423 °K 
was .111 + .023 microseconds. Por POT « 1.62, the averaged 
tau was .139 ± *018 microseconds. These are constant 
within the errors assigned by the fitting program.
C. Ferromagnetic nickel in oonstant H#xt ■ 1590 gauss
Tables JO and Jt list the polarization asymme­
tries seen at different temperatures by S5 and S4, respec-
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tively, for a constant external field of 1590 gauss. These 
Pa*8 are plotted against temperature In Figures 28 and 29, 
respectively. In general, Fa for the data collected by 35 
ls higher than Fa for the data collected from 84, as was
the case for copper. The general behavior of Fa as a func­
tion of temperature ls the same for both sets of data.
In the paramagnetlo region, above the Curie point 
of 631 °K, the Pa's are constant. For the last 5 runs, 
which had temperatures from 629 °K through 646 °K, the 
average value of Pa was .225 ± *003. with a normalized chi- 
square of .76. Por data from 84, the average Pa was 
.211 + .006 with a normalized ohi-square of 3.6.
In the immediate region of the Curie point the 
polarization asymmetry has a sharp spike. Comparing Pa vs 
T and tau vs T, (Tables 32-35* Figures 32-34), it can be 
seen that the peak In Pa vs T corresponds to a sharp dip In
tau vs T. Pa reaohes Its maximum and tau its minimum at
T m 621 °K, the run shown in Figure 23. This was the run 
which showed the most pronounced effect of the beat. It 
was the unreasonably high value of Pa at 621 °K, Pa ■ .477* 
more than twice the paramagnetic value and greater than 
the theoretical .333* that confirmed the Impression that 
the beat effect was artificially raising Pa and lowering 
tau. The results for Pa after the beat was subtracted are 
shown In the plots as olroles and are listed In the second 
columns of Tables 30 and 31* These values are more 
uniform.
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At temperatures belour 600 °K, the values of Pa 
are scattered hut approximately odistant until they take 
another upward turn at the lowest temperatures. Again com­
paring Pa vs T and tau vs T, It can be seen that tau drops 
at low temperatures, I.e. those approaching room tempera­
ture.
The depolarization times as a function of temper­
ature are listed In Tables 32 and 33* The values for tau 
from data collected by S5 are shown plotted against temper­
ature In Figure 30. Near room temperature, tau ls small, 
the order of .1 microsecond. As T rises, tau rises slowly 
to a local maximum of approximately .6 microseconds at 
575 °K, then drops rapidly to a minimum near the Curie 
point, approximately .15 microseconds at 621 °K. Above 
621 °K, tau rises rapidly before beginning to level off 
above the Curie point.
When tau ls plotted against for a fixed exter­
nal field, Figure 31, thenmaxlma and minima of the curve 
are smoother than are the maxima and minima of tau vs T.
The results for tau after subtracting the beat 
effect are shown In the plots and listed In the second 
columns of the tables. The largest percentage ohange In tau 
was 33 % In the values at 621 °K.
The reduoed Initial polarization asymmetry at low 
temperatures may be associated with the temperature depend­
ence of the depolarization rate. If the depolarization ls 
caused by the lnhomogenelty of the fields, and the anon Is
Initially trapped at a defeet where the field la far from 
the average field, the muon will be rapidly dephased from 
the ensemble. At lower temperatures, the diffusion rate 
ls lower; the anon will be less likely to hop away fron 
such a site to one whose field ls oloser to the average.
Another possibility oonsldered for the behavior 
of the Initial polarization was that the nonunlfornlty came 
from too close correlation with tau. Very low tau values 
would be coupled to high Pa values. The oopper data Indi­
cated a constant Initial polarization. To Investigate this 
theory, both the original data and the data with the beat 
subtracted were fitted to a function for which the Initial 
polarization was fixed at the average Pa of the paramag- 
netlo nickel data. The results of these fits for data from 
35 ere presented In Table Jk and plotted In Figures 32 and 
33.
Surprisingly, the results for tau from fits with 
fixed Fa showed relatively little ohange In the value, typl 
oally less than 10 %, and no ohange In the general behavior 
of tau as a function of T or B^. The maxima and minima in 
the tau curve appear to be real, not due to correlations 
with the parameter Pa.
D. Nickel In Hext ~  128 gauss
The polarization asymmetries and depolarization 
time constants observed in nickel In a low external field 
are listed In Tables 35 36, respectively. The dlffl-
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oulty of obtaining fits to the low frequency date has 
already been disoussed. The depolarization tines are 
plotted against temperature in Figure Jfy.
The pattern of the Fa factors ls consistent with 
data taken for other external fields; lower Pa at low tem­
peratures rising to paramagnetic values past the Cmrle 
point. The depolarization times at low temperatures are 
consistent with values at the same temperatures in other 
fields. The range of tau from maximum to minimum ls 
greater by a faotor of 5 than that seen for higher Hext.
During the early runs of Hay 17 a question was 
raised by one of the experimenters on whether the mllllvolt- 
meter was reading less than the actual voltage for these 
runs. This question was not answered explicitly. However, 
it can be seen that both Pa and tau reach paramagnetic 
values at T * 625 °K, below the Curie point observed in 
other data. The fields observed in the nickel, however, 
(Table 27) do not reach the level of the external field 
until the highest temperature at which data were taken for 
POT - 0.0.
E. Causes of the depolarization
Several meohanlsms have been proposed as causes of 
the depolarization.^ Since observations^2 in single orys- 
tal nickel have found depolarization times greater than 2 
microseconds at 300 °K and 77 °K, and since the sample used 
in the experiments described here was polyorystallln*, it ls
believed that, except in the neighborhood of the Curie 
point, the primary cause of the observed depolarization ls 
field inhomogeneltles. Other causes will be discussed In 
Chapter VI.
Table 37 lists the field variations that would 
cause the observed depolarization at eaoh teaperature. The 
field variations can be grouped under two souroes: the
external field and the internal field.
The external field, H0xt, ls produced by current 
in the colls of the C magnet. Any time variation of the 
current produces a directly proportional variation In Hext, 
Table 6 gives the specification of the current oontrol of
_/t
the power supply to be + 5 * 10 of the maximum, I.e. 500 
amperes. The maximum A I would be approximately .25 amp.
The ourrent at POT m 1.62 was approximately 100 amp; the 
maximum variation would be .25 %•
The external field also varies over the physleal 
extent of the sample. As desorlbed in Chapter II, this 
variation Is estimated as 1 part In 500, approximately .2 % 
of Hext. Adding the two variations In quadrature, one would 
expect Hext to be uniform to within .32 % at POT * 1.62, the 
setting for the long series 101 - 12C. This Is consistent 
with the variations observed In oopper (Table 1?) and para­
magnetic nickel (Table 37).
For the internal field, the first cause of field 
variation to be considered In these experiments ls temper­
ature variation. The observed muon precession frequency ls
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an average over muons in all parts of the sample for the
time duration of the run. A variation of T over the sample
or over time would produce a variation In the magnetization
M(T) and in the sample field B_ (T). A variation AT » 1 °K
8
would be a variation In T/Tg of 1 part In 631. The result­
ing variation In MS(T), or any similar Brillouln function, 
would be proportional to the ohange of ( 0$ / )  with (T/Tg) 
at that temperature. For example:
•t M 3  °K. } ^ - 7'
•t 589 °K.
at 621 °K, j^8.0.
Looking at the variations at 621 °K, T ■ .98A Tg. A A T of 
1 °K gives approximately a A (T/Tg) of .0016 and a A )
of approximately .013. Since <7J ^ .13 , this is a vari­
ation In of about 10 %. If the 82 % observed variation
In B (Table 37) were to be accounted for entirely by 8
temperature variation, T would have had to range over 4 °K. 
The observed temperature during this run (11B) varied by no 
more than .06 mV, approximately 1.5 °K.
A muon whloh stops In a given lattice site will 
probably not remain there Indefinitely but diffuse through 
the lattice, sampling the fields of a large number of sites 
before Its decay. The frequency of precession observed In 
the lab ls an average frequenoy from many muons over many 
lattice sites. How many sites are oocupled has a strong
effect on the obserred depolarisation.
Measurements of the ooefflolent of diffusion of 
hydrogen in nlokel hare been made.-^ This ooefflolent nay 
be written^
D ■ Dq exp (-E/kT) 
where E ls the activation energy for the prooess. The meas­
ured diffusion ooefflolent of hydrogen found DQ ■ 4.02 x 10“  ^
cm2/sec, and E * 6.48 x 10*^°J ■ .405 ®V. Kittel considers 
the problem of two parallel planes of impurity atoms in 
interstitial sites, the planes being separated by a lattice 
constant a. He shows that
D • {JJ a2) exp (-E/kT), 
where P  ls some characteristic vibrational frequency. For
hydrogen in nlokel, where a * 3*52 A, P  is approximately
123.24 x 10 ops. The probability per second that a particle 
will Jump from one site to another is called the jump fre­
quency and ls given by
p jJ exp (-E/kT).
The hopping time, p"1, for hydrogen in nlokel ls 
the order of 10~^ at room temperature and decreases to the 
order of 10“^ near the Curie point. Muons may hop on the 
order of (Mg/M^ ,) ^  ^  3 times faster due to their lighter 
mass.^
At room temperature, a muon hopping at 10^ times 
per second will see on the order of 10 sites in its life­
time. At temperatures around the Curie point, the muon is 
hopping on the order of 10*° times per second and will
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sample 10 sites. The precession frequencies observed In 
these experiments were the order of 10^ ops. At room 
temperature, the hopping time is the order of the preces­
sion frequency, end the muon will stay In a site for approx­
imately a full oscillation. If the first site of the muon 
ls one for which the field ls markedly different from the 
average field, the dlfferenee In the frequency of preces­
sion from the average frequency will rapidly dephase the 
muon from the main ensemble. The observed polarization 
will be lowered. At higher temperatures, the hopping rate 
ls much greater than the precession frequency, and the 
average field ls the average of a large (1(P to 10**) ensem­
ble.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
A. Comparison of /USB. fields to results of other methods
The Internal field at the site of a muon In 
nlokel has been evaluated, and the origin and magnitudes of 
contributions to that field have been discussed. It ls now 
of Interest to compare that field and the contributions 
determined from It to the results of other experiments and 
to theories.
1. Neutron scattering
In the variety of tools available for the study 
of magnetic phenomena, the neutron ls of Interest because It 
has a magnetic moment and does not have electric oharge.
When a beam of polarized neutrons ls scattered from a 
crystal, the nuclear scattering amplitude and the magnetic 
scattering amplitude may be distinguished. If the crystal 
ls ferromagnetic, the angular distribution of the magnetic 
scattering ls given by a fora factor which Is the Fourier 
transform of the magnetic moment density.
Most of the magnetic scattering ls believed to 
oome from unpaired 3d electrons. Thus the neutron diffrac­
tion measurements yield Information about the periodic 
spatial distribution of the spin density. While there ls
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an orbital contribution to the magnetisation, and henee to 
the scattering amplitude, the orbital contribution Is 
believed to be small, and the orbital and spin fora factors 
are similar In shape, and the orbital contribution Is only 
a small uncertainty In the data.
Hook3** has measured neutron diffraction by nickel 
and found that the magnetic moment density was non-uniform 
about the lattice sites. His data also produce a negative 
magnetic moment density between the lattice sites,
p  (r) - - .0085/*b/a3*
In his calculation of/0 from the data, Hook used a nlokel 
magnetization at 0 °K of . 606 g/ atom. If the newer 
value of .6l6>ttg/ atom ls used,
fi (r) - - .0086h /*b/A3.
This density corresponds to a magnetization H * - 79.8 
gauss. If one oonsiders a sphere with uniform magnetiza­
tion, the Internal field of the sphere is given by
- - 678 gauss.
The/rSB experiments described In this dissertation 
found a negative hyperflne field
* - 810 gauss, at 0 °K.
Considering Table 37, one sees that the fluctuations In the
fields at 380 °K were approximately + 123 gauss, 11 % of
the total field, B^, and approximately JfO % of the sample
dependent field, B_. If the lnoreaslng spread of the
8
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fields ls extrapolated to 0 °K, the error In the fitted B^
(0 °K) would be even greater. It ls Interesting that the 
C^fSB result ls within 17 % of that from neutron diffraction.
2. Calculation of the conduction electron polarisation curve 
The expression for Bhf (p. 66 ). with Bcp * 0*
becomes
®hf " Boep + V 
BCep ls * lar®e negative term due to the conduction electron 
polarization (CEP). By ls a small, positive term due to S- 
llke conduction electrons which become associated with the 
muon and shield It from other charges. Dr. M.B. Stearns-*? 
has taken the results of earlier/(3R experiments of this 
group,^  on both nlokel and Iron, and has obtained an exten­
sion of the known conduction electron polarization (CEP) 
curve for Iron. Muon Implantation In Interstitial lattice 
sites makes It possible to extend this curve, on an experi­
mental basis, closer to the atom than the nearest neighbor 
spacing of the lattice. The value of B^f and the results 
of the CEP curve are thought to be reasonable. Dr. Stearns 
also estimates the net polarization of the S-llke conduction 
electrons (which give rise to H^) and finds the polarization 
to be 0 + 1 %,
In the ease of nickel, detailed knowledge of the 
CEP curve ls lacking.^ There ls evidence, however, that 
the CEP curves of oobalt and nlokel have similar behavior to 
that of Iron.**0 If the CEP curves are similar, and If Bhf 
ls due to CEP, one would expect B ^  for the muon In Pe, Co,
and HI to soale approximately as the magnetic moments per 
atom. Experiments done on iron, at the same time as those 
described here on nlokel, produced an estimated B^CO °K) 
of 3400 gauss in iron. This leads to (0 °K)^ - 3200 
gauss. The ratio of the fields becomes
One could then predict a hyperflne field in cobalt at 0 °E 
of - 2255 gauss. (The saturation magnetization at 0 °K of 
oobalt is M ■ 1435 gauss.)o
B. Keohanlsms of depolarization
The following list presents possible mechanisms
which either depolarize or dephase the ensemble of muons.
1. Field lnhomogeneltles.
2. Diffusion to impurities, defects, or other 
sites with fields far from the average.
3. Hagnon (spin wave) processes.
4. Buolear moments•
5. Muonlum or other spin-spin interactions.
6. Electron scattering.
The magnetic moment per atom of iron at 0 °K ls 2.219/ ^ j**1 
that of cobalt is 1 . 7 1 5 Therefore,
and
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These will be dlseussed separately.
1*2. The effects of field lnhomogenelty and diffusion
were discussed In Chapter V.
3. The creation or destruction of single aagnons has
been shown to produce a relaxation rate t " such thatSB
v 1 ■ *£■ i *t (nfc±I I ° k >  V  <®k>-
where I ls the nuon spin; If(^) is the final (Initial) z 
component of the muon spin. S ls the eleotron spin. A 
describes the hyperflne Interaction between I and S. ls 
the Initial number of magnons of wave number k and energy 
ek /0 (ek) ls the spectral density of magnon modes.
If tM  ls known for one material. It should besin
possible to obtain an estimate for a similar material by 
scaling with the relative A's, /O's, etc. of the materials. 
This has been done between Pe and Nl^ to give t (Nl) ^  .45SB
useo. This ls the order of magnitude of the tau's seen In 
ferromagnetic, polyorystalllne nickel but ls far too short 
for times seen In single crystal nlokel or In paramagnetic 
polyorystalllne nickel.
Multiple magnon prooesses, which Include scatter­
ing of magnons and magnon-phonon Interactions, might take
part In depolarization, especially at high temperatures.
64Descriptions of these processes In Insulators, however, 
seem to lndloate time scales much longer than those observ­
able In the muon*s lifetime.
Near the Curie temperature one may expect time
fluctuations of the loeal fields due to the passage of spin 
waves (magnons). These nay be described by a tine depend­
ent magnetic field.^
4-. If all nuolel of a given material had equal
nuclear moments which were aligned, then the effect of the 
nuclear moments would be oaloulated in the same manner as 
Bdlp* In Particular, this sum would be zero for both 
nickel and copper due to the symmetry of the face-centered 
cubic lattice about the body centered position. However, 
most elements have more than one isotope, henoe more than 
one nuclear moment ls present in the lattice in a random 
distribution. The sum of such a configuration ls unlikely 
to be zero.
Also, at finite temperatures, the nuolel will 
tend to have random spin directions, which will in turn 
induce a magnetic field distribution at the site of the 
muon. The diffusion of the muon through the lattioe will 
tend to average this distribution to zero as the tempera­
ture rises. These effects have been observed in copper.^
Nickel has five stable Isotopes, only one of 
which has a nonzero nuclear moment, Ni^* at 1.2 % abundance. 
The effect of the nuclear moment may be expeoted to be 
small.
Copper has two stable Isotopes, Cu^ at 69 % 
abundance and Cu^ -* at 31 % abundance. Work has been done 
on the dipole interactions of positive muons in copper at 
low temperatures.**^ The calculated ratio of the gyromag-
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netie ratios of the muon and the oopper nuolei was (
* 11.7• The time dependence of the relaxation at low 
temperature was found to be Gaussian. At 77 °K,
P(t) * exp(- C^t2), 
where O' » .219 + .008 usee”* so that t *  0""* * ^.57 usee.— n
The muon spin relaxation rate was modified by the effect of 
the diffusion and observed to decrease rapidly with rising 
temperature, becoming negligible at room temperature.
5* Muonlum was discussed in Chapter I of this work.
In metals, the spin flip scattering of the conduction elec­
trons with an electron which might form an atom of muonlum 
reverses that electron's spin too rapidly for the muon to 
couple to it. The electron spin relaxation rate of 10*^ 
was based on an energy of 1 eV for the interaction. If 
interactions on the order of thermal energies, hi'* kTc, 
are considered, the correlation time beoomes the order of 
»car
.67
10”*** se ond8, and the rate of relaxation of the muon ls
given by
 ^_i ( A D
fc
where A2J ls the hyperflne frequency Interval, M x  1<P
MHz, Tg ls the Curie temperature. The rate of relaxation ls
the order of 10^; the time t is the order of 10”^ seconds.01
£8Yakovleva has also pointed out that there is a
dependence of the energy separation, and hence ^ V  , on r^ ,
where r ls the separation of the muon and electron. This
gives an r^ dependence of t. A small ohange in r oan01
87
produce a large change In t.v
6. Electrons scattering froa the muon itself can also
flip the muon's spin. The expression for the rate can be 
related to the Knight shift.^9*70 ^he time has been esti­
mated to be the order of 8 x 10'^ seconds, about 4000 muon
lifetimes. The oontributlon of this process to results of
muon preeesslon work is thought to be negligible.
C. Present use of/*SR by these experimenters
Experiments of /tSR in nickel and other substances 
were continued after those described in this work. Many of 
these later experimehts have been in collaboration with Bell 
Laboratories. Dr. A.T. Fiory, Dr. H. Leventhal, and Dr. D. 
Nurniok have contributed many interesting ideas and samples.
Preoesslon signals have been observed in single 
crystal nlokel at room temperature. Signals have also been 
observed in thin foils of polycrystaline nickel. A number 
of foils, which gave approximately the same effective sam­
ple thlokness as the ellipsoid, were placed in the beam at 
room temperature. There was a large, clear signal recorded. 
The analysis of that data ls not yet complete.
In experiments on single crystal cobalt, no signal 
was observed. No satisfactory explanation for this has been 
found.
Work is presently underway on the ferromagnetic 
rare earths: gadolinium, dysprosium, and erbium. Pre­
oesslon signals have been observed in all three. The data
oolleeted thus far has not been fully analyzed.
TABLE 1
PROPERTIES OF FREE MUONS
Mass 105.6595 (3) MeV
206.7684 (6) melectron
.1126123 (6) niproton
Lifetime 2.1994 (6) x 10“6 seconds
Spin 1/2
Magnetic moment j j eh
2mllc
2.80272 (2) x 10-14 MeVAilogauss 
3.183347 (9) proton moments
Compton wavelength \  = 1.86758 fm
m„c
Bohr radius _ 255_927 fm
I t L ©  j i  i
*  2.55927 x 15"AA cm
(Values from Brewer, Crowe, Gygax, and Schenck)
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MAGNET CURRENTS IN THE MESON CHANNEL
Dlverter 
A lens 
B lens 
Channel 
Bend er
Upstream quad 
Downstream quad
-25 amp 
800 amp 
900 amp 
1400 amp 
120 amp 
90 amp 
150 amp
TABLE 1*
GRADE "A" NICKEL SHEET
Carbon .01 %
Iron .01 %
Copper .01 %
Magnesium .002 %
Manganese .001 %
Sulfur .001 %
Silicon .001 t
total .035 %
balance * Nickel 99.965 %
TABLE 5
PROPERTIES OP NICKEL AND COPPER
Nl Cu
atomic number 28 29
atomic weight 
(carbon 12)
58.71 63.54
atomic diameter 2.49 A 2.55 A
lattice type f .c.c. f .0 .c.
lattice spacing 3.5239 A 3.6147 A
density 8.91 gm/cc 8.94 gm/cc
melting point 1726 °K 1356 °K
ground state 4 2S
first I.p. 7.633 eV 7.724 eV
normal Ion 2°5/2 1S
second I.P. 18.15 «V 20.29 eV
Electron Configurations
Ni ls22s22p63s23p63d84s2
N1 Ion ls22s22p63s23p63d9
Cu ls22s22p63s23p63<5 10^s
Cu Ion ls22s22p63s23P63d10
TABLE 6
SPECIFICATIONS OF C MAGNET POWER SUPPLY
Maximum Output: 190 V
500 A 
95 kw
Resolution of I adjustment: 500 ma course
5 ma fine
Load: Inductive only, minimum of 1 sec L/R
Current Regulation:
-4+ 5 x 10 of max for + 5 % line change 
-4+ 5 x 10 of max for + 10 % load change 
-4Stability: + 5 x 10 of max for 3 hours in
constant environment
TABLE 7 
DETECTOR SIZES
detector height width area
(Inches) (Inches) (sp. In.)
S 1 6 6 36
3 2 2 2 4
S 3 10 8 80
S 4 10 8 80
S 5 10 8 80
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TABLE 10 A
MUON PRECESSION RUNS - COPPER
label POT TM TC* (mv) T
if C 1.62 OPP 0 298 °K
4 D 2. if 6 OPP 0 298 °K
if E . 8if OPP 0 298 °K
if P 1.62 ifO + 5 7.6
*o00J-
if G 1.62 139 + 5 12.2 599 °K
if H 1.62 152 + 5 15.8 683 °K
if I 1.62 157 + 5 20.9 803 °K
if J 1.62 50 + 5 3.if 380 °K
17 L 0.0 OPP 0 298 °K
17 M 3.3^ OPP 0 298 °K
17 N 5.10 OPP 0 298 °K
*No fluctuations were reoorded for these runs.
TABLE 10 - B
MUON PRECESSION RUNS - NICKEL
label POT TM TC (mV) T
:5 B 1.62 100 + 0 7.5 - 8.5 507 °K
5 C .84 100 + 0 8.4* 507 °K
5 D 1.62 120 + 0 10.0* 543 °K
5 E 1.62 130 f 0 11.1 - 12.1 568 °K
5 P 1.62 135 + 0 11.9 - 12.9 589 °K
5 G .84 135 + 0 11.9 - 12.9 589 °K
5 H 2.46 135 + 0 11.9 - 12.9 589 °K
5 I 3.34 135 + 0 11.9 - 12.9 589 °K
9 E 1.62 141 + 0 12.8* 611 °K
9 F 1.62 142 + 0 13.0* 616 °K
10 A 1.62 143 + 0 13.3* 623 °K
10 B 1.62 144 + 0 13.5 - 13.6 629 °K
10 C 1.62 145 4. 0 13.9* 637 °K
10 D 1.62 143 + 6 13.6 - 13.8 633 °K
10 E 1.62 142 + 5 13.3 - 13.5 625 °K
10 F 1.62 141 + 5 13.0 - 13.2 618 °K
O^n ly an estimated average reading was recorded.
TABLE 10 C
MUON PRECESSION RUNS - NICKEL
label POT TM TC (raV) T
10 I 1.62 138 + 0 12.55* 605 °K
10 J 1.62 138 + 1 12.71 - 12.81 609 °K
10 K 1.62 138 + 2 12.92 - 12.97 614 ,°K
11 A 1.62 138 + 3 13.03 - 13.06 617 °K
11 B 1.62 138 + 4 13.19 - 13.25 621 °K
11 C 1.62 138 + 5 13.37 - 13.41 625
o
K
11 D 1.62 138 + 6 13.49 - 13.61 629 °K
11 E 1.62 138 + 7 13.75 - 13.77 634
o
K
11 F 1.62 138 + 8 13.91 - 13.96 638
o
K
11 G 1.62 138 + 9 14.13 - 14.16 643 °K
11 H 1.62 138 10 14.25 - 14.30 646 °K
11 I 1.62 138 + 4.5 13.33 - 13.40 624 °K
11 J 1.62 130 + 10 11.27 - 11.33 575
o
K
11 K 1.62 115 + 2 9.48 - 9.54 533 °K
11 L 1.62 96 + 0 7.86 - 7.92 493 °K
12 A 1.62 76 + 0 6.46 - 6.50 456 °K
12 B 1.62 54 + 0 5.03 - 5.05 423 °K
12 C 1.62 28 + 0 3.39 _ 3.41 380 °K
*Only one reading recorded this run
TABLE 10 D
MUON PRECESSION RUNS - NICKEL
label POT TM TC (mV) T
12 D 0.0 54 + 0 5.12 - 5.19 423 °K
12 E 3-34 54 + 0 5.12 - 5.19 423 °K
12 F 5.10 54 + 0 5.12 - 5.19 423 °K
12 G 5.10 96 + 4 8.07 - 8.13 496 °K
16 A 1.62 OFF 0 298 °K
16 B 5.10 OFF 0 298 °K
16 C 5.10 135 + 5 12.40 - 12.43 602 °K
16 D 0.0 138 + 2 12.72 - 12.74 609 °K
17 A 0.0 138 + 3 12.87 - 12.89 613 °K
1? B 0.0 138 + 4 13.02 - 13.04 617 °K
17 C 0.0 138 + 5 13.19 - 13.22 621 °K
17 D 0.0 138 + 6 13.36 - 13.38 625 °K
17 E 0.0 138 + 3-5 12.94 - 12.98 615 °K
17 F 0.0 135 + 5 12.36 - 12.38 601 °K
17 G 0.0 96 + 4.5 7.53 - 7.60 483 °K
17 H 0.0 149 + 0 15.77 - 15.83 683 °K
17 I 1.62 149 + 0 15.77 - 15.85 683 °K
17 J 5.10 149 + 0 15.77 - 15.85 683 °K
17 K 1.62 155 + 0 20.9 783 °K
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TABLE 13
PHASES AT DIFFERENT FIELDS
Delta is the time interval corresponding to each 
phase. The last column is the period of precession.
Hext <f 51 S 51 If 41 6 41
gauss radians nsec radians nsec nsec
128 -2.131 196.1 -5.296 487.0 578.0
856 -1.082 14.84 -5.137 70.42 82.21
1593 - .019 .14 -3.628 37.72 46.43
2365 -5.192 25.80 -5.109 18.02 31.22
3164 -5.211 19.33 -1.259 4.68 23.33
4735 -3.452 8.56 -5.555 13.80 15.59
X
CO
TABLE 14
Pa IN COPPER IN 1593 GAUSS
T Pa 51 Pa 41
298 °K .201 + .005 .155 + .004
380 °K .194 + .004 .162 + .004
478 °K .202 + .004 .173 + .003
599 °K .201 + .004 .165 + .003
683 °K .196 + .004 .163 + .004
803 °K .193 + .004 .172 + .004
.198 £ .004 168 + .004
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TABLE 18
NORMALIZATION FACTORS FOR COPPER RUNS 
(errors were the order of 1 %)
POT T N 51 o N 41 o
0.0 298 °K 1694 2076
.84 298 °K 3294 5173
1.62 298 °K 2515 2928
2.46 298 °K 2599 2302
3.34 298 °K 2243 1185
5.10 298 °K 2058 707
1.62 380 °K 3230 3249
1.62
o
478 K 3211 3621
1.62 599 °K 4265 4279
1.62 683 °K 3368 3397
1.62 803 °K 3389 3405
TABLE 19 
BACKGROUNDS OF COPPER RUNS 
(errors were the order of 1 or 2 %)
label 500 chan 950 chan
4 C  51 487 510
4 D 5l 510 504
4 E  51 634 663
4 F  51 489 507
4 H 51 637 663
4 I 51 680 648
4 J 51 574 582
17 M 41 853 256
17 N 4l - 208 208
Only a representative sample of runs is presented 
here.
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TABLE 22
NICKEL FIELDS AT POT = 1.62
Run T B^51
(gauss)
V 41
(gauss)
5 B 507 °K 2086 + 2 2076 + 7
5 D 544 °K 2009 + 2 2011 + 7
5 E 568 °K 1937 + 2 1939 + 4
5 F 589 °K 1859 + 2 1863 + 6
9 E 611 °K 1761 + 2 1745 + 4
9 F 616 °K 1705 + 8 1719 + 12
10 F 618 °K 1663 + 6 1672 + 7
10 A
o
623 K 1628 + 2 1631 + 2
10 E 625 °K 1625 + 1 1626 + 1
10 B 629 °K 1609 + 1 1610 + 1
10 D 633 °K 1609 + 1 1608 _+ 1
10 C 637 °K 1601 + 1 1600 + 1
TABLE 23
NICKEL FIELDS AT POT = 1.62
T 51 B 41
(gauss) (gauss)
380 °K 2211 + 33 no fit
423 °K 2195 + 9 2178 + 15
456 °K 2144 + 4 2134 + 6
493
o
K 2103 + 2 2103 + 3
533 °K 2044 + 2 2044 + 2
575 °K 1948 + 2 1949 _+ 2
605
o
I< 1810 + 3 1803 + 3
609 °K 1784 + 2 1805 + 4
614
o
K 1757 3 1749 + 5
617 °K 1730 + 7 1740 + 8
621 °K 1658 + 5 1667 + 7
625 °K 1627 + 2 1629 + 2
629 °K 1616 + 4 1619 + 2
634
o
K 1608 Hh 1 1608 + 1
638
o
K 1605 + 1 1604 + 1
643
o
K 1602 + 1 1600 + 1
646 °K 1600 + 1 1598 + 1
683 °K 1592 + 1 1589 + 1
803 °K 1592 + 1 1587 + 1
TABLE 24
CHANGE OF B OVER T FOR SERIES 10I-12C
Run T B/flT
(gauss/degree)
12 C 380 °K
.44
12 B 423 °K
1.5
12 A 456 °K
Q 1.1
11 L 493 K
1.5
11 K 533 K
2.3
11 J 575 °K
4.6
10 I 605 °K
Q 7.5
10 J 609 K
5.4
10 K 614 °K
7.3
11 A 617 °K
20.
11 B 621 °K
6.8
11 C 624 °K
2.8
11 D 629 °K
1.6
11 E 634 °K
.75
11 F 638 °K
.60
11 G 643 °K
1.0
11 H 646 °K
TABLE 25
FIELDS OF THE SECOND SIGNAL AT POT = 1.62
Run T B^ (gauss)
11 A 617 °K 1559 + 4
11 B 621 °K 1572 + 3
11 C 624 °K 1584 + 2
11 D 629 °K 1596 + 2
Fields of the 4 highest temperature 
runs that showed a second signal. Each 
fit began at a time greater than 3 depola­
rization times of the initial fit from zero 
time.
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TABLE 27
NICKEL FIELDS AT POT = 0.0
Run T B 51 
M'
(gauss)
V 41
(gauss)
12 D 423 °K 1180 + 24 no fit
17 G 483 °K 1023 + 5 1020 + 7
17 F 601 °K 432 + 3 431 + 5
16 D 609 °K no fit 91.7 + 1
17 A 613 °K 84.3 + 1 86.6 + 1
17 E 615 °K 91.4 + 1 92.2 + 1
17 B 617 °K 96.1 +_ 1 'i96.0 + 1
17 C 621 °K 96.5 + 1 96.5 + 1
17 D 625 °K 96.1 + 1 96.3 _+ .1
17 H 683 °K 132 + 1 131 + 1
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TABLE 30
Pa IN NICKEL PROM S5 AT POT =1.62
T Original Beat Subtracted
380 °K .249 + • 0 ON 3^
UN00CM• ± .041
423 °K .201 + .023 .216 + .020
456 °K .206 + .014 .206 + .012
493 °K .180 + .009 .186 + .009
533 °K .207 + .008 .216 + .008
575 °K .203 + .006 .202 + .006
605 °K .219 + .011 .213 + .013
609 °K .211 + .011 .207 + .011
614 °K .202 + .014 .210 + .015
617 °K .281 + .027 .262 + .028
621 °K .4 77 + • 033 .318 + .015
625 °K .289 + .009 .211 + .007
629 °K .229 + .005
634 °K .222 + .003
638 °K .224 + .003
643 °K .222 + .003
646 °K .224 + .003
683 °K .224 + .003
803 °K .226 + .004
TABLE 31
Pa IN NICKEL PROM S4 AT POT =1.62
T Original Beat Subtracted
380 °K no fit no fit
423 °K .294
CN000+1 .2 77 + .035
456 °K .202 + .026 .189 + .015
493 °K
0ON» 1+ 0 3^ .186 + . 0 1 1
533 °K .175 + . 0 1 1 .182 + .009
575 °K • 173 + .008 • 175 + .006
605 °K .214 1+ 0 .209 + . 0 1 1
609 °K .261 + .023 .271 + .016
614 °K .176 + .021 .161 + .012
617 °K .134 + .027 .149 + .015
621 °K .490
-a-0+l .215 + .018
625 °K .2 66 + .012 .186 + .007
629 °K .205 + .006
00rH• + .005
634 °K .207 + .004
638 °K .219 + .003
643 °K .206 + .003
646 °K .216 1+ 0 0
683 °K .207 + .004
803 °K .213 + .004
TABLE 32
TAU IN NICKEL PROM S5 FOR POT =1.62
T Original Beat Subtracted
/JL sec jULsea
380 °K .093 + .019 .089 + .022
423 °K .153 + .018 .146 + .017
456 °K .229 + .019 .234 + .020
493 °K .292 + .018 • 350 + .-17
533 °K .434 + .023 .415 + .022
575 °K .614 + .028 .607 + .027
605 °K .427 + .028 .428 + .030
609 °K .381 + .025 • 374 + .027
614 °K .302 + .027 .287 + .025
61? °K .170 + .015 .189 + .025
621 °K .145 + .010 .200 + .025
625 °K .407 + . 016 • 553 + .025
629 °K 1.03 1+ • 0
634 °K 1.66 + .06
638 °K 2.10 + . 08
643 °K 2.33 + .09
646 °K 2.53 + .10
683 °K 2.65 ±
803 °K 2.75 ± * 11
TABLE 33
TAU IN NICKEL FROM S4 FOR POT * 1.62
T Original Beat Subtracted
yfcsec yusec
380 °K no fit no fit
il-23 °K .125 + .018 .128 + .022
456 °K .221 + .021 .231 + .026
493 °K .292 + .022 .2 97 + .025
533 °K .436 + .02? .418 + .028
575 °K .586 + .031 .580 + -030
605 °K • 370 + .028 • 398 + .031
609 °K .282 + .022 .272 + .022
614 °K .311 + .033 • 319
J-r'v0+1
617 °K .232 + .040 .237 ± .035
621 °K .140 + .024 .216 + .024
625 °K .399 + .019 .522 + .027
629 °K 1.00 ± .004 1.17 + .06
634 °K 1.49 + .05
638 °K 1.65 ± • 05
643 °K 1.87 ± .07
646 °K 2.01 ± .08
683 °K 2.48 + .15
803 °K 2.81 + .18
TABLE 34
COMPARISON OP TAU’S IN NICKEL
T Original (^ usec) Beat Subtracted {jtsec)
Pa free Pa = .225 Pa free Pa = .225
380 °K .093 .100 .089 .099
423 °K •153 .142 .146 .142
456 °K .229 .220 .234 .220
1*93 °K .292 .295 .350 .297
533 °K .434 .402 .415 .402
575 °K .614 .550 .607 • 551
605 °K .427 .415 .428 .410
609 °K .381 • 358 • 374 • 357
614 °K .302 .278 .287 .2 79
617 °K .170 .202 .189 .212
621 °K .145 .248 .200 .249
625 °K .407 .525 • 533 .509
629 °K 1.03 1.07
634 °K 1.66 1.63
638 °K 2.10 2.04
61*3 °K 2.33 2.27
61*6 °K 2-53 2.35
0*00vo 2.65
803 °K 2.75
TABLE 35
Pa IN NICKEL FOB POT = 0 . 0
BUN T Pa 5T Pa 4T
12 D 423 °K .208 + .031 no fit
17 G
o<n00-a- .117 + .016 .0707 + .0095
17 F 601 °K .164 + .012 .172 + .026
16 D 609 °K no fit .0734 + .0053
17 A 613 °K .147 + .004 .129 + .005
17 E 615 °K .215 + -004 .172 + .004
17 B 617 °K .244 + .003 .16? ± .003
17 C 621 °K .246 + .003 .166 + .002
17 D 625 °K .237 + .003 .172 + .002
17 H 683 °K .244 + .002 .177 ± .002
TABLE 36
TAU IN NICKEL AT POT = 0 . 0
RUN T X  &  T
m. sec /fsec
12 D 423 °K .111 + .023 no fit
17 G 483 °K .327 + .050 • 359 + .075
17 F 601 °K • 361 +
CMo~\O• .258 + .031
16 D 609 °K no fit .979 + .098
17 A 613 °K .813 ± .051 .775 + .044
17 E 615 °K 1.05 + .04 .941 + .036
17 B 617 °K 1.69 + .06 1.73 + .06
17 C 621 °K 5-21 + .26 5-05 + • 30
17 D 625 °K 13.6 + 1.4 9.29 + .83
17 H 683 °K 10.9 + .8 12.45 + 1• 39
TABLE 37
FIELD VARIATION IN AND Bg
T
gauss
Bs
gauss
L B
gauss
2 AB/B^
%
2 AB/1 
%
380 °K 2211 621 123 11.2 39.7
423 °K 2195 605 80.6 7-3 26.7
456 °K 2144 55^ 52.1 2.4 9.4
493 °K 2103 513 38.1 1.8 7.4
533 °K 2044 454 28.4 1.4 6.3
575 °K 1948 358 20.2 1.0 5.7
605 °K 1810 220 28.0 1.5 12.7
609 °K 1784 194 32.0 1.8 16.5
614 °K 1757 167 41.0 2.3 24.6
617 °K 1730 140 60.8 3.5 43.4
621 °K I658 68 55.8 3.4 82.1
625 °K 1627 37 23.8 1.5 64.4
629 °K 1616 26 11.2 .69 43.0
634 °K 1608 18 7.1 .44 39.7
638 °K 1605 15 5-7 .35 37.8
643 °K 1602 12 5.1 • 32 42.6
646 °K 1600 10 4.8 .30 48.2
683 °K 1590 0 4.4 .28
803 °K 1590 0 ^•3 .27
Figure 1 PION DECAY
Figure 2 MUON DECAY 
The dashed line is proportional to 1 + ®
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Figure 3 THE MESON CHANNEL OF THE SBEL CYCLOTRON
The carbon target was at radial position 84.1 inches and 
azimuthal position 13° west.
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All runs were done at rooa tenperature.
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The lines are Intended only to guide the eye.
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Typical Relaxation in Solids
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A P P E N D I X  A
T H E  N O N L I N E A R  L E A S T  S Q U A R E S  F I T T I N G  P R O G R A M  
U S E D  F O R  A L L  F I T T I N G  P R O C E D U R E S  
I N  T H I S  W O R K
T h e  f u n c t i o n  t o  w h i c h  t h e  d a t a  i s  
f i t t e d  i s  s u p p l i e d  i n  s u b r o u t i n e  C A L C .
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PLEASE NOTE:
Appendix A, Computer Program, 
pages 161-179, is not original 
copy. Print is broken and in­
distinct. Filmed in the best 
possible way.
UNIVERSITY MICROFILMS.
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//pfito jn* < 47,wpt4,0,9,,iki»,,oi,»FnY»,M$r,LFVFL*n,r>),CLASS*flit FXFC FORTGCLr,,PA»Ms«N0MAP»
XXFOFT FXFC Pr,Ms|CYFOPT,PPGIOr*irPK
XXSVSPRIfJT 00 SYS0UT=A 
XXSVSPU'ICH 00 SYSnur*n
XXSYS.IN no OS'!A,«F=f.lOanseTi,M$*»3(MOO,PASS>,U*MT«SYSSQf 
xx spacf*(« >,<?i i't ior i, RLsr \ ,ncR=m.KSi7E=8n
//Fnct.SYSIN on *
TEF14?! - STEP WAS FXFCUTFO - CONO CUOr COCO
leF37?I STfP /CORT / START 74roi#f753
I FF37<* I ST£P / F O P  T / STOP 74*<>i#.-754 CPU OMIN 39.27SEC MAIN °4K
XXL/.^ n rXEC ®Gy*!pWt*PrG!0M*O6Pt PAPM= ( xp.FF , LFT,L I ST) ,rnNP»| 4,LT ,Fr)PT) 
XXSYSL H  00 DSNAMfsS YSl.Ff.^  TL 15 *01 SP=SMR 
//CKF’)*SY5I MOO on CPAr r5|T^Kt I 15, ?, 1) ,»LSF)
OJ
no
oo
oo
nSNAMf-sf.Gns.-Tf MA 1 \*) , HI  SP = (NEW,PASS ) , U N I T * S Y S OA ,
SPACE* CCYI. , ( ? , l t l l f P I S r t r n N T I C )
SYSOUTs A
U M I T s S v S O S  S*ACF = ( I 0 2 A  , (  I * ' :  ,  1 ' )  , f iLSF I , P C P = R L K S I 7 F * 1 ' ' ? 4 ,  
nSNAMrsF.SYSUTJ-
nSMAMFsCt CADSFT,01 SP*( 01.0,OFLFTF >
no.NAMr*srsiN
X/SYSt PDO  
XX
XXSVSn K|MT 0 0  
XXSYSJT1  
XX
X X S Y S - H  
XX
I C F 1 4 ? !  -  STEP WAS FXfCUTEO -  CONO CnOF OCCO
I F F * 7 3 I STFP / I K E O  /  STA^T W  <M , r 7*>*
1 5F 374 1  STFP / l *<pn  /  STOP 7 4 ' 9 1 . f 7 ? F  CPU OMIN 0 6 . * ? S F C  MAIN
XXGO EXEC P GMs * .L < t P. SYSLMGO, CUNn = (  ( 4  , LT , FORT ) , ( 4  ,L  T , LKEM f
XXFTt SF3TI  0 0  OONAMFsCVS|N 
X X F T ^ . f W l  0 0  SYSni lTsA 
XXFTv 7FJwl  Of) SYSnur=3
/ / G * ) . F T * '2^ " ‘ X on nSN^r lPr‘f l J P S *F n v rS K^ 6 f n i SP aS H P
/ / G O . S Y S  IN 00  *it
STEP WAS F XFCUTf  0 -  FPM)  CHOF 0CC0  
/  ST APT 7 4 7 9 1 . T755
/  ST )» 74f  91 .( 787  CPU
J° f l  / P F l T f )  /  ST APT 7 V 9 1 , * ' 7 S 3
JO* / P P I  TO /  STn P 74f  91»'"*75 7 CPU
JOB 7
00!) 2 03 00  oocA^Dnn 
OOP69POO XOOCfl^OO 
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 4
l c s  ok
00120000
0 0 1 4 0 0 0 0
X 0 0 1 6 00 0 0  
001 fl'-vr* l  4 
0020*000 
yr.f>?i -»txr 
0 02 2 0 0 1 8  
no?4Conc 
0 02 6 0 0 0 0
LCS nx 
0 02 8 0 0 0 0  
0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0  
0032*000 
0 0 3 4 0 0 0 0
I E F 1 * ?  I 
I F F 3 7 * 1 STEP / & 0  
I F F 3 7 4 I  STFP /Oft  
I  F F * 7 c-1 
IfcF? 7 M
CM!N 8 S. P2 SFC MAIN 1D6K 
1*MN 4 P . 3 I S E C
LCS
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F O RT R AN TV G L F V E L  2 1 MA I N DATE *  7 9 0 9 1 0 7 / 5 3 / 3 0 P AGE 3 3 0 1
000 i 
o :  3 2  
0C0 3d:?a 
J C 0 5  
3:  7 6  
J f T  7 
0C0B
7009 •;'io 
i r n  
: : i  2  
i f  1 3  
: :  1 9
in*
* ' • ' 16
1 7
: . i a
•■Cl 9
:r20
;>r ? i 
::2 2 
;:23•1"24
:: ?5
m  >jr N S i n N  v i K ' f ) ,  v f i  m A,' i  , w ( i r ,' 0 ) ,  a p l t i a o o -i j  
n i  mens  i o n  r  a t a i  i r . 2 9 ) t HOG( ?o i  
n i M f i ' J l N  7 ( i r o  ) , r p l t ( 3 ' E " ) , C P L T  ( 2 0 0 " )
0 !  M F N S I P N  P A P ( 9 ) , n E R I V ( 9 | » n P A P ( 9 ) , A ( 9 ,  9 1 ,  R ( 9 )  ,  C I  9 , 9 1
L o s i c . a i » i  t i t l f i u o )
7T Mr,  CJC1N F (  7 |  , S F | 9 »  
c o m m o n  P A R . o r r  I V , f ,  XT 
c e v m c n  w . y . v f , a , i , o s n , o p a r
C P V « r * t  E P S ,  H , a' C H A N , N P A R  
COMMCN / P L T , N B , O P F G , A L I F F  
CALL E R P S E T ( 2 '  7 , 2 6 0 , - 1 , 1 )  
c a l l  F R F S E T  t ? (  8 , 2 6 , 7 , - 1  , 1  )
!■; = 1
9 0 ?  P E  AO I 5 , 9 *  EM 7 = 9 0 ° )  ( T I T L F ( t ) , I  = l ,  1 6 0 )  
a  pn«* " f  t ( pp  A i / p r  a i  i
Wr iTE(6,o| ( T!TLP( I | , 1=1 , 1671 
o FORMAT!! HI.PARI/REA II
N » E n = l
RE MX 5 , 1 1 N E M A N , N P A R ,  I  CHOI  , 1  S T A R T , A L I F E
NAY NCHAN ir
1 F 0 R M A T I 9 I 5 ,  P l . ' . l  )
WRI TE 1 6 ,  2 r l )  NEMAN,  W A R  
2 0 1  F P R V A T U X ,  ’ N C M A N * * ,  1 9 ,  • N ? A P = ' , I 2 )
WF T r r  ( 6 , p r K  I I  c M HI  ,  I  ST AP T ,  AL ! FF
2r5 f o p m j t (  l x,'  ! C n Of  = ' , 13, '  I ST A R T  = ' ,  I T , ' L I F F T ) M r = , , F 1 " . 9 I
:: 26 
2:'  2 7 
2E2a: ">29 
id" 
: . 3 i  
CC 3 2
. T 3 3
'■'39
' • . ' 3 5
: : 3 6;c37
::38
C 2 3 9
m i
3 1 9 2  
2 - 9 3  c r 9 9 
21 9 5  
C - 9 6  :e97
1 9  C ALL IN P U T ( TC OPC . I CT.MDC. tOATAI  
I E t I C 0 O E . N P . I C M M I 1  Gn TO 19 
a ?GP=F79.  
no 114 1 = 1 , NEMAN 
X ! = F L 0 A T ( I O 3 )
Y(  t ) = ( D A T A l  ! M S T A R T ) - B K G P I * S X P ( X I / A L I F E I  
1 1 9  CENTINME
c u s i n g  t a p f  i n p i ' t  n r  p a t a  t h f r e  a t e  9 c a p o s  t o  r e  p.eao
C F I P S I  2 GIVE * T I T L T 1 /  ANY 2 CAROS OF COMMENT YOL* WANT
C 3 I’ D SIVPS NCHAN, N P A O ,  I C H O I ,  I S T AP T ,  £ AL I F F  
C LAST GIVPS I N I T I A L  PARAMFTFPS
C I F  Y APE ON CA = n s ,  THEY COME RFTWEEN 3 P.D £ 9 TH
ICO FO'-M'ATC ' . l P F b - f  l 
E • • I N  r n i M A l  | S  FOP CARRIAE.F CNN TOOL,  WITHOUT I T  PP INTER WILL SKIP
C TO A NEW PALE I E  F I R S T  D I G I T  OF L I N F  I S  1
on 2 1 = 1 ,  NCHAN 
W I 11 = ! . / ( V I  I i n . )
2 CONTINUE
R E M M S . T )  I P A R I I  I , 1= 1  ,NPARI  
Wc I T F I 6 , l i r )  ( PARI  I | , I = 1 , N P A R I
3 F0 ' >MAT( BF1" .3  I110 FORMAT! IX,1 •,RFIP.3)
W R 1 T F ( 6 , 7 C 2 )  RKGR 
7 0 2  FORMAT! I X , / / , *  BACKGROUND = ' . F 9 . 0 I  
12  H = . 7  
NR=o
CALI  L S 0 ( T 1 T L E , N )
0 0  ?5 1 = 1 , NPAR
F !  I )  = S 0 1 T ( A P S ( A ( 1 , 1 l * O S N I )
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1 7  C- l ^ V ^ L  ?! m a i n  o a T F  = 74 'q )  ' 7 / ■ 5 V ! ' '  PAGE 3 T > 2
f •'. J  ? 5  S f  ( I  l = M  I  I / P \ P C  T 1
'  ••.'! w ' I T F  ( « . , ! •  31
? ' * ' •  » * ?  F ? ' ' " A T (  • 1 • , 1 '  X , *  THK F I N A L  P A r 7 ME T F p s * , 1  o x ,  • TMF 6 « ? O R  I N  THE PARAMF
t T c  - S  • ,  1 '  <» • THE i - Rf MR P I V I P F n  o v  T | i f  P A P A V F  T F R ’ I 
f  5 ]  « s * T r i 6 . ! ' , 4 )  I T , p A p ( I  I , F I T  l , ' . r | i )  , 1  = 1 , N P A P  »
;• •»;» r4 f<-’«ati« • ,n .nx, ipri3.3,?-x.n 7.7,3ix,Fi 3.31
r. 5 3  T I 1F = . r ' ' T r ? 7 / A L ! F r
r  5 4  P I ’ 3 .  1 4 !  5 0
r  5 6  F p - p = 0 £ .  (A ) / ! ? . < i p l * T ! M E * l -' ' " " ' ' ’ .  )
:"r-fy T-: 15 S = n *- ">I 41 /  (  T ! M F * B 5 1  f tp« I
3. 5 7  TA |=P AK< o |  * T I ' * F « ‘ i r ' - r . (  P .
; T P "  = T l M r * j r ' 5 p r -
:  5 5  k - - ; r r  ( 6 t ' » P ' ' ) T P r
C, n' A "  r - P M A T I I X , *  T I M E  PFR f  HA N N H  = ’ t F P . 4 » ’ NAUOS FCONOS’ I
'  5 ]  jr i T c | f t 7 r i |  TA'>
- • • - 2  1 - 7  F ' 2 " * T ( ’ y , *  n c r . A V  C ONS T ANT  ,  ’ , F P . 4 f « * I C R P E r r o N O S ’ )
£.3 W P I T F ( f , , 7 p l l  F P P Q
' 5 4  3 1  f ' . " ' A T I l » , i  n - F O u r M C V  =  ’ , F 6 . ? ,  • M E G A C Y C L E S *  I
:  5 5  F P l T F I f t . P f ? )  G A U S S
3 " 2  • F I E L O  = ' . F A . ? , *  G A U S S ’ !
”, 57 « ; < : 5 2 = 5 * » r H A M
? . 4 »  C A L L  P L r T I  I E o P P t A P L T . r C H A N . T . N C H A N i P I
O ' A "  W = ; 7 E ( 7 . 4 )
A 7 -  4  f . 5 ; m a t |  • 1 « ,  I P X ,  7 ( ’ C H A N N F L ’ , 5 X ,  ' C O U N T S ’ , 5 X ,  ’ F I T T E D  C O U N T S ’ , 5 X M F F
l r o - ’ c r ' . ? » )  i
.  7 1  J = ' i C H A N / ?
• 7 ?  r*» ?  I * ! , J
. 7 ?  K = ' ♦ J
\  7 5  o „ ' n ’ T F | 6 , 7 )  1 , V J  I I , A P l T < ? * N C H A » ' * l  I ,  A PL T I  3 * M C H A M F l )  ,  K ,  V I  K 1 ,  A Pl .T ( ? * N C
1 H .* 1 FK | ,  i P L T I 3 * N C . H A N  FK )
'  7 5  7 F ■’ « A T I ’ • t r X t ? < 2 ’< > | A | S X t I n F n . 4 , 4 X t F l I . 4 t P X , F l l . 4 , 3 X 1 )
_ 7 4  n o  l p 1 * 1  , N P A  S
; • 77  P o j  *  j _  j  t ,|DAO
7 7 r  C ( ! . . l l  = M I , J ) / S C R T ( 4 1 I , n * A ( J , J !  I
'■ 7C 15 C( J, I ) = C ( I ,  J )
:  • * i L  c " \ t i ” lic
« 7 ! TF 16, 1 4) )
1 ' 1  F 1- -VATI  • I ’ , T 4 - . , ’ THr  C O R R E L A T I O N  M A T P I X ’ ) 
r>~' 2-r  J » 1 , M P A P  
? :  F F j T r i A . i o V i  ( r  ( j , 1 I , I = i  ,npaf i 
1 7 0  F O - ' I A T  ( ' • ,  I P O F 1 3 ,  3 !
Gr> TO c t  a 
SCO <T"1t>
E ’.'O
16#
F0RTP4N IV G L F v n .  .? 1 I S Q  OATF = 743 9 1  P 7 / 5 3 / 3 P  PAGE 3331
P P P1 S l l “ <ini lTlNF L S O ( T I T L E , N >
3 C3 2  l . n r , I CAL« l  T I T L F l l f t n i
PC? 3 (MMPNSlnN Y l i r n p )  , YF I  10->n ) , w (  l ^ o ) ,  API T ( 4 n P r  >
?C?4 n I MENS l r,N PAFI  n)  , W R  | V I " )  ,nPAP ( o i  ,A ( 9 , 9 )  ,1? I 91
0 0 * 5  C ( IRWIN P A R , C F 0 1 V , F , X 1
GC'?6 COMMON W , Y , Y F , A , B , O S N , D P A R
0 0 ^ 7  co m m o n  r p s , H , I F N O , N P A R
8 cnYwnri aplt,nb,nreg
oc?9 iiNn»?*iPMo
PC10  I I I  0 = ? *  IEND
.mu fps=c.(coi
0012 on a i = i , 9
0 . - 1 3  *> 0 P A K I 1 I = n . P
3 C1 4  OSO=C.O
p n i S  O S s - . P
C O l *  XENP=IFMri
Of 1 7  XPAR=NPAR
o c i a  on R 1 =1 ,  TEND
0 ( 1 9  A P L T ( I | = I
c c c r  8 a p i t i  i E * j f ) * i ) = y 111
PC? 1 ° 9  CONTINUE
PC22  no  4 1 = 1 ,NPAR
3 0 2 3  n P A R ( I ) = n , 0
o r z *  8 ( i ) = o . p
3 : 2  5 on 4  J=1 ,MPAR
31 7 6  4 AI  |,JI=».r
:>r 2 7 on l  I = l , T  e n d
? ~ ? 3  X I = F i n A T | I * ’ 3>
0 0 2 9  CALL CAtC I N I
3: .3o o s =p s +w i i  i * i y i  n - F ) * i y i i i - f i
c*t 31  nn i M=) , mp a r
CC32  a i M i  = n ( M i * w i  i i * ( Y i  i  i - F i * n F R i v ( ( i i
3 * 3 3  nn ! j = i  , n p a r
p ~ 3 4  i M |f , j i = A | » , j i * m  n * o t p  i v i m * o F R i v i j i
3 C 3 5  ( AL L  CIJT I A , T I T L  F»NPAf i1
cr36 fall catimv(NPAR,nrT,Al
j ?  3 7 OS'J=QS/ l  XFND-XPAR 1
u. ' .38 Qns=<csN-csn)*(QSN-qsn)
P P 3 9  0 0  2 1=1 ,  NPA R
P P 4 «  on 7  J = l , » l P f R
3 C41  2 O P A n ( I I  = A ( I , J l * B l J ) » n P A P m
C INSFRT OPAR = C . P  CARDS AFTFR THIS CARD
C P4 ? or, -J 1 = 1 , NPA R
3 P t ’ . l  U  = l l *OPARI  I ) * P A R (  I )
C'44 HR I T E I S . 7 I D F T
J r-4 5 7 FnpMATI  • DET = « , F 1 1 . 3 1
T C4 6  CALL PIIT{ A ,R ,PAR, DPAP,OSNJ
3 C4 7  on i n  1 = 1 , 1 END
c ; . 4 8  XI=FLOATC 1 *3 31
Oi -49  CALL CAI.C1N1
?P5r a pi.t11 p i n *  11 —f
: C 5 l  1 °  APLTI  111D * 1 1 = Y 1 1 ) - F
CC52 I F  ( O P S . l  T . E P S . n R . N B . F O . l  I RETURN
V C 5 3 OSO=OSNCnS4 OS=n.C
; o 5 5  r.n t o  99
C 5 6  FNO
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r j = T ' 4 N  ! V  r. I r v/t-L * 1  CMC D A T f  * 7 0 » 1  ’ 7 / 5 3 7 3 ^  P AGE 3 C P 1
" f  S"nro| ;T!VtC (  M . C f f ' l
* .  ' ?. r r w ^ j  *>*r ( r- ) , rtt> H ' l * )  * r  f *  t
: “ a c t ' " " . r iK  Viir • • ) f Y( J ' I »VFf »*-*• I, API T< t * * '  |
CPMMPN M  c*i f 0 |  , H n m t OSN«npAG>|o)
-•■' ' t  c n .M^ r \ ‘ c p ^ h ,  i p m «>#»:p / p
“ ' rrvMH" »l!FF
r  *JFC0 R I N f T f f F  PF CP W*NJV PAPAMJT CP^ CO HP L F FS I  
r  f3EFD O r n l V i T l V F S  p f  f w i t h  RESPECT Tn FACH p a r a m f t f p
f  r  P 4 °  F I T  TP HAT A WITHOUT ArKGF'HJ^O PR PTC AY 
r  Y a C T AT A -  R KG R ) * F X n t X l / A t I F F I  -  FPUHIFR TERMS
C
• *7  R s f X ^ I - M / P ^ P  ) )
* ; : >  c - c n s ( p £ c (A) *x i4 - p , \PC*> i  i
r - * - 0 *  <1.  ♦ P 4 • ( 2 > * B * C  )‘ ’ 1 FaOAO (1)0
■> 1 I S = M N ( P 4*r (4 )*XT f P AR I 5) )
‘ 12 1^Vf1»
. I ’  r p P T v m * P A ? M  n * p * c
. 1 -  ? C',. I V I ‘8 1 = 1 v i * p n  I 2)  ♦ P E R I V I R )  1 / (PARI** »*PAP.11 ) )
*'15 OFC‘lV(M=-VI***S*c‘*'Mn*P'\R(2l
1* P F R l V ( F ) ^ n E c i v i 4 | / v l
“ ' 1 7  *FTUFf;
‘ 1c END
166
.r TPV. IV t trvn. 7 1 :*at?nv
1 fiin* n;TI N‘C VAT]r>/ (M,PfcTfM
* i 01 'V-NSl’lK »« «1 5) fH 1  5)
' 3 nr 1 1 fs]fM
' * r>r 7*4 J-J tM
5 7 c 75, ? U
• A ?*> WK(l,.lhl^
* 7 nr* th
P ?'* K*iu,.ii=:.r
r ,c* rrMTi^'jr
. i  ’­ nr A7 «sj t m
ll ! ^ I *ac» M K , M  1-T.r-ifO i- ti ifi*:
* l p i *• IT
l ■* ■9 ~ K 1 =K* 1
: i * "V 16 T-Ki,r
' ! 5 T r f rr» 5 f \( J ,v) I-! •«--!*) 16, V  . 17
1 O 1 * C.r wrr 'ic
17 nr t
1 •< ,- r Tip\
! n 17 r i^t
v-' 1 0 ! -1 » N
M ^ D e A f K ,
> ■> 1 * <*, n  =V W< V * | 1 4-WVf I ! t T 1
: lK r t «• 1 * \ ( k * ¥ >
"'A •^r }* .1 - 1 * M
* ?*» M  k9J)sA(tf, J)/‘ (*M. ' t> t .<(* ,J)sW*M KfJ )/FCK )
7 7
•* .J *> y << 1 -:■< ♦ t
.' 7 *  ^ T=*l
* t ‘ ■)-'•( 1 * *< 1
a T 'v* ;? jsiff-
' .%,?
- > ■» . 1 r rf .»)*». v’( » v J 1 -v;f k , J |*o
' /. 7 f ir f*-l| = '4 f^ 7 f -*7
;k, 7 1 ■: ? = * ~ )
f> 1 =1 »K?
* i 7 • = \( I ,V 1
'O .1 = 1 *?.'
i w M ’t J h M I ,  J W  (* ,.t 1*0
' •> c •m- ( »,.n = w c  t t.J) v(K, J > * 0
. '.1 Cr'jTpiir
7 r>n aa is 1 ,w
•'. % ir jsi ,m
. Vt* Sf> A ( I f J U  iW{ I ,J)
♦ ? ^rT*Ml )
' £. A 1 f ( ^ j - i  ) S4 »e ^ «
'-7 SS no i«7fw
?c n 1- T* n r T* F  (1 1
o SA r c Tijfc*,'. rf'T
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m v t n s M ' i v  t; t r v n  ? i  i n p u t
s p r . i ’ r i n  i w r  i > j p i j T ( . i , K , H t n )  
? n i ’l c N r' I ' N  h i ? I , n ( i < - ? 4 |
C . - ?  t r  M ) ( ? , r N n = I I J , K , H , D
r - i ' / .  PFTI I RN
r.\ ■ «> 1 STOP
■> '6 FNO
OATP » 74"' 91 ' 7 / 5 3 / 3 "  PASE CrC-?l
168
f  P T H A IV G ».rvPt. M  r | ' T PAT*- a 7 / * V ^  PAGC 3 3 M
• 1 • : iH' . ’ 0 | | T | k. T **nT ( • '  f  T ! T| r  ,» t M *  )
* 7 > t % ' s )  ,  u r n )  f  t v  0 1 C l  #m ' M>  f o )
i L n " i r 7 l < M  T ’ T l M P M
- 4 •' "  T T T (<> , 1 * ’ ) 1 T T T l  M » >  f l  »1 ,  1 *•'  1
*■. 1 " p n o M £ T ( «  J 1 A I  /  • • **-r  M  / /  • • * H  ** * • TMT n s r . TMA i A M A T R I X * )
6 1 . 1 * 1 ,  ,r>A »
7 ! * 1 ( A f J f  ! l f  ?=1 t MPA4 1
' M 1 "7 F ' - PMAT (  •
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D! MFNSJPN flllTU. 1 1 f VPK ( 11 #A (1 )
RIJRpPSfc: PLOT SEVERAL CpOSS V A » T * n F S  VFRSIJS A BASF VARIABLE 
NO *  CMAPT NUPHFR ( ’  OI CTTS MAXIMI**«|
A *  MATPJX OF DATA TO Rr P L n T U P *  F I RS T  COLUMN I S  HAST VA&IABLF  
S‘K*rc$STVF riiLl.tv»iS AF F Th f  CROSS VAPMBL CS I MAXIMUM IS 9 )
W a NIJMRFP OF ROWS IN  M A T R IX  A
M *  NtJMP.FF PF CniUMNS I N  MATRIX A *  TnTAI.  NUMBFP PF VARIABLES 
M  » NUMPrp pp L I N r s  I N  PLOT,  I F  ~ I S  G l V^ Nt  *•'  W i l l  BF USFD 
MS s f PHF FPP SOPTINC BAS 5 V A R I A N T  DA^A IMTP ASCFNPING ORn FR 
 ^ MEANS EfIPT IMG I S  NOT NFCFSSARY /  1 MFANS SORTING IS NECFSSARY 
TATA HI ANK/» • / *  A N G / * *  • ,  » » ‘ f « 3 S  « 4 %
F P RMA T (1 Ml * 6v X f 7H CHART f I 3 9/ / >
FORMATI1H « F 1 U 4 9SX«iriAU 
FPRMATUH IFPRMATd^ H 127AS67R9) 
F P R MA T f i r  AI  1
7  FPRMATOH 1 1 6 V 1 1 ^ 1 H«
I • • • • •
P FORMAT! l H /* tS,X t l l F l r * 4 )
NLLsNL
I F C V S I  16» 16» I P
SORT BASF VAKIARLF DATA IN ASCENDING PPOFR
i r  n n  i s  i = i 9n
n r  14 J = T , N
T F ! A < 1 ) - A | J > >  1 4 t 1 4 f 11
11 I * l - N  
L L - J - N
n n  l ?  K * i  t m
I. * L * N  
1.1=1 I 4N
F = A! L 1 
A ! L I = A ( L l |
12 MLl»=F
14 c o n t i n u e
15 CONTINUE
TFST NLL
16 I F ( N L L 1 2 f  * l P t  2 *
1 S N I L * 5 f
P R I N T  TfTI.F 2* WRTTF(6,11NP
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XSCAl  =( A I N ) - A C  1 M / I F l C l A T f  N l t . - l  I »
F I NO SCALE FOR CPPSS-VAPIARl  FS
M 1 =M*1
YM I Ms A( Ml I
v m a x s v m i n
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OP A* J = M ] t M?
T F ( A ( j ) - y m t »»  2 a » 2 6 * ? 6  
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25 Y M I N * A | J )
r ,n t p  at
3*1 YMAX=AI J )
A*1 CONTINUE
Y S C A L = ( Y M A X - Y M ! M | / l 0 % O
FIND PA SF VAR| ABLc P R I NT  POSI T I ON
•  I
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APPENDIX B 
THE FOURIER ANALYSIS ROUTINE 
USED ON THE DATA IN THIS WORK
The background and exponential factors were removed 
from the data so that the analysis was applied to the form
N(t) ■ N0 ( 1 + Pa e_t/^ "cos( to t + <f ) ).
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c16
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O'.ir
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0034
0035 
on 3 6 
0 0 3 7
003 f? 
0 0  39
0 0 4 0
0 0 4 1
0 0 4 2
_ .........1 7 5 ...;.
I V  G LEVEL 2 1  PLOT DATE = 7 4 1 3 3  0 7 / 5 1 / 1 4
S t J i a i H J T l N r  P L : T ( N O , A , N , M , N L , N S )
C R U f ° n S F :  PLOT SEVERAL C F C S S - V A R I A P L E S  VERSUS A BASE VARI ABLE
C U SE:  ' C A L L  F I C T { N O , A , N , M , N L , N S I
C PARAMETERS!  N 0 =  CHART NIIMR FR ( 3  D I G I T S  MAXI
C A = P U P .  I X  OF I AI  A TO SF PLOT TF 0 ,  f i r s t  COLUMN I S  BASF V AR I AB L E AND
C S U C C F S S l V f  c o l u m n s  ARF THE Ci! OS S-VAR IAHL F S (MAX OF 9 CROSS- VAR I ABLE S)
C 0=  H np ROV.S I N  WATRI 'K = V OF ELEMENTS I N  BASE V A R I AB L E  
c M= H OF COLUMNS I N  M AT RI X  = TOTAL if OF V A R I A B L E S  ( M A X = 1 0 )
C NL= H CF L I N E S  USED I N  PLOT ( I F  0 I S  L I S T E D ,  5C ARE U S ED !
C NS= COOF FOR S n ? T I N G  BASE V ARI AB LE  DATA I N T O  ASCENDING ORDER
C N S = f  S OR TI NG NOT NECE SS AR Y,  NS’=1 S ORTI NG I S  NECESSARY  
01  M ' N S I f  M r '■ JT( U.  1 I , Y P P ( U I  , A N C ( 9 >
O I M F A S I O N  A (2 -  A P I
COMMON ' ' P L T , 3 P L T , C P L T , 0 P L T
DATA B L A N K / '  ' / , ANG/ • »  • , • * • , ' 3 • , • 4 * , • 5 • , • 6 •  ,  ' 7 * , • 8 • , * 9 • /
1 F 0 P MA T ( 1 H ]  » 6 ( ' < , 7 H  CHART , 1 3 , / / )
2 F D R M A T ( 1 H  ,  F 11 • 1 ,  5X , 1 0 1A1 1
3 FO Pf-'AT ( 1H )
4  FO <JMAT ( I  “ H 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 )
5 FORMAT( I P  A1 )
7  F O R M A T ! 1 H  ,  1 6 X , 1 0 1 H .  . . . .
1 .  .  .  .  . )  PLOT 2 2 5
R F O R V A T d H  , P X , 1  1 F 1 P . 2 )
N L L = * L
I F ( N S  ) 1 6 ,  l b ,  I D  .
C SORT RASE V A R I AB L E  DATA I N  ASCENDING ORDER
i n  n n  15 1 = 1 , N
00  14 J = I  , N  . . . ............. ... .................................................................
I F I M  I > -  A I  J )  ) 1 4 ,  1 4 ,  11
11 1 =  I - N  . . .
l l  =j - n . ___ __  . . . . .      ...........................
DO 12 K = 1 , M  
L = L * N
LI. =LL +N _■.............. ...
F = \ ( L >
A ( L I = A ( L L )
12 A ( L L ) = F _   . . . . .
1 4  C ONTI NUE  
! 5  C ON TI NU F
C TEST NLL . . . . . .  . .
16 I F  ( N L L )  2 f  ,  1-3, 2 0
15 N L L = 5 0
2 0  W P I T F ( 6 , 1 1  NO 
C DEVELOP BLANK AND D I G I T S  FOR P R I N T I N G
C F I N D  SCALE FOR BASE V A R I AB L E
XSCA(.  = ( U N ) - A l l  ) ) /  ( FLOAT ( N L L - 1 ) )
C R E V I S E D  ATTEMPT TO F I N D  SCALE FOR CROSS V AR IA BL ES  
M 1 = N M
M2 = M*N ' _
Y M \ Y = A (  M l )   ‘  .............................  ............. ......  “ ‘ ...................... ..
Y M I N = A ! M 2 )
DO 4 0  J = M 1 , M 2  __ _  ______
1 F ( A ( J J - V M I N )  2 8 , 2 6 , 2 6 .................................... ...... .............. "*
? 6 I F I A I J I - Y M A X )  4 0 , 4 0 , 3 0
23  YM I N=  A I J ) ' 1 . __________________
 .............. GO TO 4 0  .............................................
3 0  YMAX=ACJ)  ~
4 0  C ON TI NU E  _______________
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FORTRAN I V  G LEVEL 21 PLOT DATE = 7 4 1 2 3
0 ( A3  Y S C 4 l  = ( V M A X - Y M I N ) / 1 0 ( ' . 0
C F I N ' *  BASE V ARI AB LE  P R IN T  P O S I T I O N
0 0 4 4  X B = A ( 1 I
C C 4 5  L=  1
i f ! ‘v
c-c 4 7 1 = 1
r - f '4B 4 3  r = i - i
0 ( 4 9  X P R = X P + f - * X S C A L '
Cl' 5 0  I F I M L I - X P R I  5 0 , 5 0 , 7 0
C FIWI )  C E P S S - V A R I  ABLF.S
c; 51 4 ’ , n n  5 5  I X = 1 , 1 0 1
CCS2 5 5  I ll.' T (  I X ) = BLANK
O f f 3 n n  6 0  J = 1 , MY
C r . 54  • L L = L + J * N
0 0 5 5  J P  = ( 1 6 ( L L 1 - Y M I N I / Y S C A L  H - l . C .
0 0 5 6  O U T ( J P » = A N G ( J )
0 0 5 7  6 0  C ON TI NU E
C PR i r :T I I  ME AND C L pA,R, OP. SK I P
0 0 5 8 WE 1 TO ( 6 ,  2) XPR ,  ( CUT ( I 7.1 ,1 7.= 1 , 1 0 1 )
0 0 5 9  L = L + 1
0 1 6 0  GfJ TO 60
0 0 6 1  7 f  i-ir I T T  C6 ,  3 )
0 U 6 2  8 "  1 = 1 + 1
0l - l»3 I r- ( l - N L  I. ) 5 5 ,  6 4 ,  R6
0 0 6 4  54  X P R = A ( N )
C ' ( 6 5  GO TO 5')
C. P R IN T  C R O S S - V A R I A B L E S  NUMBERS
0 ( 6  6  8 6  w RI  T O ( 6 , 7  I
( 0 6  7 Y P R ( )  ) = YMIM
00-66  DO 5'  K 6 = l , 9
l C o ‘- no V P = » U N * 1  ) * Y PR ( K N» + Y SC A L* 1 C > . - . '  '
( 0 7 0  Y P R ( \ 1 ) =YBAX
Ol  7 I  UR I T F  ( 6 ,  8 )  ( Y P R (  I P I , I P = l , m
0 0 7 2  RETURN
OiO 7 3 END
57/51/14
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APPENDIX C
THE EFFECT OP TAD ON THE SHAPE 07 THE FOURIER SPECTRUM
One explanation of the depolarisation can be found 
by looking at the Inhomogeneity of the magnetic field expe­
rienced by the muons. If muons at different sites In the 
lattice experience fields ranging over some a b, their fre­
quencies of precession will have a corresponding spread  ^Co. 
With a density function dN(feO/du>. the term eos(cot + Y )
Is replaced by the Integral
+ V ) dco m f(t).
The cosine may be expanded as
oos(cot + / ) « cos <ft cosy- sin tut sin 
so that If y Is a function of cu # the Integral for f(t) 
becomes
f(t) « J m( to )costut d Cu - J b (  U> ) sin cut d <x>,
with a( w  ) m oos <f and b( *u ) » d£l ftO sin
If the magnetic field* and hence frequency, dis­
tribution Is the result of perturbations around some central 
frequency* and If these perturbations are as likely positive 
as negative, then In a power series expansion of this dls-
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tributlon the linear tern is absent and one nay write
Two well known density funotions with these leading power 
series terns are the Lorentzian,
(at <o-(0, >" kg the density Is 1/e of its maximum).
It Is well known that the Fourier transform of a 
Gaussian Is another Gaussian. Therefore, one would expect a 
Gaussian frequency distribution to produoe a Gaussian time 
decay add Tice versa.
The time dependence used in fitting the data from 
these experiments was an exponential.
where ^ was Independent of frequency and k ■ 1/f . If 
this function Is put into the Inverse Fourier transforma­
tions to obtain the corresponding frequency distribution, 
one obtains a combination of the Integrals
W  (CO- CJ0 )^ + kj^
(at Co - Cc^  ■ k^ the density Is 1/2 of its maximum) 
and the Gaussian,
f©(t) * e"ktcos( CO0 t + yo),
) e cos *o#t coscotdt, 
j e-ktcos t sin o tdt,
| e”k*sln t oos <tftdt, and
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Pj* ■ Je"ktsln t slncotdt.
The results are
c
F, lv,______1 . ______ 1?k(, \2 . ,.2 + . ... .2 . .2 •5-----5 +(Cu + 6o e ) z  +  k ( c o -  <*/* )2 +  k2
(qj +  <d») ( < u - w * )
(tu +  oj, )2 + k2 < ~ - * * ) 2 ♦ k2
( <u + cj, ) ( w -  ej*)
( c u  + * s 0 ) 2  +  k2 ( u i - e o t )2 +  k2
1 1
p 5 * i i _________i.'r.zj^ u___\
t 5 1 %2 . ,.2 / %2 ' ,2
P C « i  ( s * j, I
PS = ik(------ ----- * -------- ±5--- ?).
i z (a?+ct)„)z + kz (<v-o>0)z + k2
For copper In 1593 gauss (POT * 1.62), T  is
approximately 5 microseconds and Cc?# Is approximately
2 77* x 20 megahertz. In P^ and P5* , the term of (ui+ us*)2,
at its maximum for co * 0, Is the order of
-------- *4^------ «  ^  7 i  10"12.
1.44 x 1016 + 4 x 1010
2
The term of (io- oJ0) , at Its maximum for <o>= tO0, Is the 
order of
 105___ o - ,«-6
TO * 2*5 x 10 4 x IO10
In F* and Pc£ , the relative magnitude of the (Cv + c*Jg) term 
to that of the (6s- us,) term is IO'*’; thus the contribution
of (C0+U4) is negligible. In Pcs and F$c , the terms with
R(US+Ct?a) become the order of 10 , negligible with respect
c $ s cto the terms of Ffc and F{ . In Ft and F^  , the term with
(o>- c</0) is negligible near but may produce a high fre­
quency tall.
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The expected P{u>) for an exponential time depend­
ence Is therefore a Lorentzlan peak with a high frequency 
tall. This was studied by applying the Fourier transform 
routine to the function
Nc ( 1 + e-t^T oos( u»#t + ).
The results on the following pages show the broadening of 
the peak as T is decreased and the spread of the tall.
A series of Fourier spectre of the function 
H0 ( 1 + cos( cu t + f ) ).
The period of the osolllatlon was 25 channels. The 
Intervals of frequency are 2 7T/1001. Tau decreased by 
half In each successive run from an Initial 1000 chan­
nels to 31.25 for the last run.
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